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In  t h i s  second par t ,  t he  computer programs f o r  t h e  calculat ion of 
the  single j e t  and the  f ive - j e t  interact ion regions are  discussed in 
de ta i l .  Input and running instruct ions are given and coarse grained 
flow char t s  are  presented. 
given. 
Complete l i s t i n g s  of the  programs are a l so  . 
The program f o r  the  two-jet interact ion problem is  discussed on ly  as 
it deviates from the  five-jet program. 
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1. IXCRODUCTION 
The basic method used t o  calculate t he  single j e t  and the interact ion 
regions of two-and f ive  j e t s  has been described in Par t  I of t h i s  report .  
Sample calculations have a l so  been reported. 
In this second par t ,  the  programs are discussed and running instruct ions 
are provided. 
In  Section 2, t he  program fo r  calculating the single j e t  i s  presented. 
A general description of the  program i s  followed by specif ic  input and 
running instruct ions and by coarse grained flow charts .  
the  program is  given Fn Appendix A. 
A l i s t i n g  of 
In Section 3, the  same information i s  furnished f o r  the f ive- je t  
interact ion program. The program l i s t i n g  i s  given in Appendix B. 
Finally, in Section 4, the  deviations of the  two-jet from the f ive - j e t  
interact ion program are enumerated. 
instruct ions and a program l i s t i n g  (Appendix C )  are given since the  basic 
program i s  essent ia l ly  the same as that described in Section 3. 
For the  two-jet program only input 
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2. SINGLE JET PROGRAM 
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 
2.1.1 THE DEPENDENT VARIAEiLES. As is  described i n  Par t  I, the dependent 
variables are  represented by a column vector W w i t h  three elements. 
t h i s  notation is convenient for  analyt ical  treatment, for numerical work 
one has t o  distinguish between the elements. 
of W i n  the  form 
While 
Thus we write the transpose 
For computational purposes it is  s t i l l  more advantageous t o  use arguments 
as  follows: 
W(M, J) J = 1, 2, 3 
I. 
where the f i r s t  argument denotes the posit ion along the arc  (see Fig. 1) 
and the  second distinguishes the  element. 
2.1.2 CALCULATION PROCEDURE. Given the  W vector at  all points M along 
t he  l i ne  L the values at L + 1 are calculated. I n  order t o  evaluate the  
values at MZ L + 1 we need the properties at L, M f 1 and M, as indicated 
by the  shaded area in  Figure 1. 
The calculation starts near the boundary and proceeds towards decreasing 
i M, i.e., towards t he  axis .  Referring t o  Figure 1 we notice t h a t  i n  general 
I 
t h e  point M = M), L + 1 cannot be calculated with the  same procedures 
Since the Je t  boundary point i s  located at a d i f fe ren t  distance from t h e  
point L, ML). The procedure chosen was as follows: F i r s t ,  the  values of W 
at two points L f 1, MO-1 and MO-2 were evaluated. Next, the  new boundary I.
3 
Point at L -I- 1 w a s  calculated according t o  the  method described i n  Par t  I, 
Appendix 2. 
polat  ion. 
Then the  values of W a t  MO were obtained by quadratic i n t e r -  
On the  ax is  a l l  elements of W a re  zero (see Part  I, Appendix 1). The 
gas dynamic variables at these points we obtained by quadratic interpolat ion 
using the  appropriate symmetry conditions. 
2.1.3 CmULATION OF THE JET-BOUNDARY. The method used f o r  the  calculat ion 
of t h e  j e t  boundary has been discussed i n  Appendix 2 of Part I. In  order 
t o  calculate  t he  pressure gradient normal t o  the  j e t  boundary, t he  pressure 
at a number of mesh points  has t o  be avai lable .  Thus, these values were 
stored along the  s ix  rays closest  t o  t he  boundary and along f i v e  a rcs  L, 
L - 1, L - 2, e t c .  Irr d d i t i o f i  the i i ahes  of P ori L + 1, IyO - 1 a-,d MJ - 2 
are avai lable .  From these values the  pressures along the  normals t o  the  
boundary are interpolated and the pressure gradient calculated.  
2.1.4 REFINEMENT OF MESH. 
t h e  j e t  boundary diverges less rapidly than the  coordinates 0 = constant. 
Therefore, mesh points  are continuously l o s t  on the  boundary. Also,  t he  
dis tance between the  mesh points increases and the  resolut ion is  consequently 
decreased. 
below for ty ,  rays are f i l l e d  i n  halfway between the  ex is t ing  rays.  
t h e  angle increment A0 i s  divided by two. 
mesh points  are obtained by l i nea r  interpolat ion.  
The polar coordinate system i s  chosen such t h a t  
Therefore, whenever the  number of points  along an arc decreases 
Thus 
The values of W at these new 
C a r e  has been taken t o  take t h i s  subdivision in to  account i n  t h e  storage 
of t h e  pressures near the boundary as described i n  t h e  last section. This 
necessar i ly  complicates the  program logic  f o r  t h i s  portion of t he  program. 
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2.2 INPUT DATA 
The following data  have t o  be given as input: 
GAM constant r a t i o  of specif ic  heats.  
D@ angle increment between polar rays.  
BK i n i t i a l  polar angle, measured from the axis t o  the  boundary, divided 
by D@* 
S R  radius  of t h e  i n i t i a l  data arc .  
xo distance of t h e  nozzle ex i t  from the  or ig in  of t he  polar coordi- 
nate system. 
r e l a t ive  s tep  s i ze  A r / A s  f o r  t he  f irst  s tep.  
t h i s -  xalue i s  calculated.  
LAMl A t  subsequent s teps  
FACTOR This is  the  safe ty  factor f o r  the s tep s ize;  a value of 0.9 t o  1.0 
y ie lds  s table  calculation. If FACTOR i s  put equal t o  zero the  ca l -  
onstant value LAMl f o r  t he  s tep  s ize .  
LL s t o  be calculated.  
ALP 0 he r a d i i  of curvature R and R1. It has t o  l i e  
between 0.5 and 1.0, a value of 0.6 yields  good accuracy. The 
following data  govern the output pr in t  (see a l so  Section 2.3): 
IPRIPST If t h i s  quant i ty  i s  one, r e su l t s  are pr inted out i n  cy l indr ica l  
coordinates. If it i s  two the  p r in t  out i s  i n  polar coordinates. 
in te rva l  between planes o r  a rcs  printed out .  
r a t i o  of DX/DY f o r  pr in t  out i n  cy l indr ica l  coordinates. 
DELpmT 
l?F 
I n  addi t ion t o  these input constants t he  i n i t i a l  data  have t o  be read in to  
t h e  program. This input consist  of t he  following properties:  
2.3 OUTPUT DATA 
There are two options for the  output : if IPRINT i s  put equal t o  one, 
properties are  interpolated on mesh points of a cy l indr ica l  coordinate 
system. 
with t h e  j e t  interact ion programs. On t h e  other  hand, if IPRINT i s  equal 
t o  two, t he  gas dynamic properties a re  pr inted and stored on tape f o r  t he  
ac tua l ly  calculated polar coordinates. 
This data  i s  pr inted and s tored on tape f o r  use i n  conjunction 
For pr in t  out i n  cy l indr ica l  coordinates t h e  number of mesh points  
across t h e  j e t  width must l i e  between f o r t y  and eighty. 
matically determines the  increment DY such t h a t  there  are between 40 and 80 
mesh points  and the  DY i s  a "reasonable" number, i n  the  sense t h a t  it con- 
t a i n s  a minimum number of d ig i t s .  If t he  j e t  boundary diverges such t h a t  
more than 80 points  would be needed i n  a cross  plane, t he  program auto- 
mat ical ly  drops every second point and increased DY by a f ac to r  of two. 
2.4 
Dimensions used are indicated wherever applicable.  
The program auto- 
LIST OF PRINCIpLF SYMBOLS USED IN TBE PROGRAM. 
averaging f ac to r  for radius of curvature. 
angle between l i n e  pa ra l l e l  t o  ax i s  and boundary at L. 
storage a r ray  f o r  D@ values. 
storage array f o r  BK values. 
alpha for plane L -k 1. 
p r i n t  interval. 
angular separation of rays in degrees. 
distance between cy l indr ica l  planes. 
DY mesh distance in  cyl indrical  plane. 
ENT entropy. 
F the  F functions of W. 
FACTOR safety factor ,  used in  determining LAMl. 












constant r a t i o  of specif ic  heats.  
current po lm arc being computed. 
number of j e t  planes stored. 
determines output i n  cyl indrical  o r  polar coordinates. 
re la t ive  s tep s ize  brlbs. 
number of polar a rcs  t o  be calculated. 
g r id  point on j e t  arc .  
numer of points on plane i n  cyl indrical  coordinates. 
storage array of I40 values. 
no. of rays plus two from axis  t o  boundary. 
stores:  Mach No., t an  B2 and density respectively. 
reference quantity f o r  pressure locations.  
angular distance from ray t o  axis .  
pressure value on normal vector. 
pressure value on normal vector. 
storage a r ray  f o r  pressure values. 
r a d i i  of arcs  where pressure i s  stored. 
pressure gradient on normal t o  boundary. 
Pr boundary pressure value. 
Q ( 3 )  the  Q functions of W. 
Q1 t o t a l  velocity.  
R density at boundary. 




R 3  
RH (30) 
dlstanze from boundary t o  location of pressure P 
distance from boundary t o  location of pressure P 
storage array of RR values. 
RH@ distance of point from axis i n  cyl indrical  coordinates. 
RR distance of polar arc  t o  vertex. 
Rs 
S center of difference scheme. 
radius of curvature of j e t  boundary. 
SR radius of i n i t i a l  data arc .  
TKETA angle between axis and boundary point. 
'ITETC Theta plus angle between axis and pivot point. 
U 
u1 
boundary veloci ty  i n  direction of j e t  axis .  





W3D(3, 80) W storage array f o r  cyl indrical  values. 
~ ~ ( 1 0 0 , 3 ) s t o r a g e  of j e t  w values. 
angle t ha t  determinates variable LAMl. 
stores U, V ve loc i t ies  and pressure. 
boundary velocity perpendicular t o  j e t  axis .  
velocity component normal t o  j e t  axis. 
a 
WJ3T (30, 100,3) storage a r ray  f o r  W J  values. 
xo distance from or ig in  of polar coordinates t o  nozzle e x i t .  
XB distance of plane i n  cy l indr ica l  coordinates. 
YB j e t  radius. 
YH (30) storage array of j e t  radius values. 
Nute: 
2.5 OPERATIE  INSTRUCTIONS 
The following instruct ions apply t o  the  I B M  7094 - 7044 DCS computer 
configuration. 
All lengths are  made dimensionless with the  nozzle exit radius.  







Name of operator, date, e t c .  
Ident i fying name f o r  output tape . 
Time estimate. This depends on the  number of polar a rcs  calculated.  
A s  a rough estimate, one can assume t h a t  75 arcs  are  calculated per  
minute. 
Number of l i n e s  pr inted.  As a guide, about 2500 l i n e s  may be assumed 
t o  be printed f o r  every minute of calculat ion.  
CONTROL CARDS 
i) One f3ETUP card i s  required f o r  writ ing t h e  output tape.  
The tape dr ive used t o  load t h e  tape must be specif ied on t h i s  card. 
An ATEND card w i l l  give a post-mortem dump if the  run i s  terminated 
by unusual conditions. 
ii) 
iii) The EXECUTE IBJgB card se lec ts  the  IBSYS monitoring system f o r  loading 
the  binary deck. 
iv)  The IBJ@ card uses UTI$,  a version 13 option, which requires fewer 
c e l l s  f o r  the 1/0 package. 
2.5.3 BINARY DECK. The binary deck consis ts  of the  main program (MAIN) and 
the  following subroutines: 
and FILES. 
WJJ, PRES, PROPWJ, WJET, PROP3D, JET, POIATE 
These names appear i n  the  appropriate binary deck, startin@; i n  
t 
column 72. 
2.5.4 DATA CARDS 
i) An end of f i l e  card, with a 7 and 8 punch i n  column one, or a $ 
DATA card ( s t a r t i ng  i n  column one) separates the binary deck from 
the  data cards. 
Two input cards (see Appendix A) are  read as input, followed by the ii) 
initid data cards. 
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3 FIVEJET INTERACTION PROGFUM 
3-1 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 
3.1.1 THE DEPENDENT VARIABL;ES AND THEIR STORAGE. The dependent var iables  
are represented by t h e  elements of t he  column vector W as given in Part  I, 
Appendix 1. For the  three-dimensional f lowfield,  W has 4 components. Thus, 
using the  notation of Section 2, we use subscripts t o  dis t inguish these 
elements and write t h e  transpose of W as 
The basic  g r id  i n  a cross  plane x = constant i s  shown i n  Figure 2 A .  A t  
each point M, N w e  have t o  s tore  the  four  elements. Hence, similar t o  
t h e  discussion i n  Section 2, we could use the  three-dimensional array 
W ( J ,  M, N)  J = 1, 2, 3, 4 
However, since only an octant of t h e  x = constant plane is  cdcu la t ed ,  
t h i s  would r e su l t  i n  very inef f ic ien t  use of available core storage. 
Therefore, t he  vector W i s  stored as indicated i n  Figure 2B i n  two two- 
dimensional arrays as follows: 
Thus, t h e  first two  elements are stored i n  two  t r iangular  regions of core 
storage which are an exact image of the  physical plane except f o r  a 
t r ans l a t ion  (see below). 
stored i n  the  t r iangular  region symmetric about t h e  diagonal i n  the  core 
storage.  Every point i n  the  physical plane has thus two image points  i n  
t h e  core storage. 
points necessary f o r  the  application of t h e  boundary conditions as dis-  
cussed i n  Part I. T h i s  necessi ta tes  a t r ans l a t ion  of t he  f ie ld  as indi- 
cated i n  Figure 28. 
at M = 5, I? = 2. Only the  small region M 5 3, N S 3 and the  diagonal 
M = N are unused i n  t h e  storage. 
The last two elements, on t h e  other  hand, are  
In par t icular ,  t h i s  a lso appl ies  t o  the  auxi l ia ry  
The axis of t he  center  engine (y  = z = 0) is  located 
The in te rac t ion  plane, y = D, during t h e  two-jet in te rac t ion  phase 
is  divided in to  M 
i n  t h e  core storagc. 
3.1.2 EXPANSION OF THE THREZ-DIMENSIONAL REGION. The two nearest  je ts  
start t o  in t e rac t  at t h e  point M = M', N = 2 when the  je t s  jus t  touch each 
other.  A s  t he  s ingle  jets expand, t he  intersect ion of t h e  j e t  boundaries 
wanders along t h e  l i n e  M' towards increasing N. This process governs the  
expansion of t h e  three  -dimensional region i n  z -direct  ion. 
&, each s tep  whether a new mesh point w i l l  be swallowed by t h e  three  dimensional 
f lowf ie ld- in  t h e  s tep  about t o  be calculated.  
i s  enlarged such t h a t  a l l  the necessary auxi l ia ry  points a re  available f o r  
in te rva ls .  Hence, t h i s  plane t r ans l a t e s  in to  m '  = Mo + 5 
0 
The program tes t s  
If t h i s  i s  the  case t h e  area 
the  calculat ion i n  a manner described i n  Par t  I. 
The three-dimensional region a l so  grows i n  y-direction from t h e  i n t e r -  
act ion plane towards t h e  center l i n e  of t he  center  engine. This growth 
i s  determined by comparing the values calculated with the  three-dimensional 
program with those obtained by interpolat ion of the  single j e t  values at 
the  corresponding points.  If t h e  two values d i f f e r  by more than a small 
percentage C1 the point i s  considered t o  be inside the  three-dimensional 
region and a new row M = constant i s  added as auxi l ia ry  ( o r  boundary) 
points  with values obtained by interpolation from the  s ingle  j e t  r e s u l t s .  
When the  three-dimensional region reaches t h e  diagonal z = y, f ive-  
j e t  in te rac t ion  begins. A t  t h a t  moment the  flow remains no longer symmetric 
about M' .  Therefore, t he  three-dimensional region i s  extended in to  the  
region M > M' by re f lec t ion .  
t o  grow i n  d i rec t ion  of increasing as w e l l  as decreasing M. 
The three-dimensional region then i s  allowed 
The growth 
towards increasing M i s  again governed by t e s t i n g  the  calculated three-  
dimensional values against  interpolated s ingle  j e t  values. The tolerance 
f o r  t h i s  growth, C2, can he chosen d i f fe ren t  from C1. 
No provisions have been made in  the progran t o  a l l c w  the Jefr boundaries 
t o  contract .  If t h e  calcCLations are car r ied  too far downstream t h a t  the 
s ingle  j e t  boundary starts t o  converge towards the  axis, t h e  calculation 
stops.  
3.1.3 REFINEMENT OF TBE MESH SIZZ. It may be desirable  t o  use a smaller 
mesh s i ze  i n  t h e  ea r ly  stages of t h e  two-jet in te rac t ion  zone. T h i s  can be 
done by simply specifying the  number of planes t o  be calculated with t h e  
refined mesh. The number of these planes i s  denoted by JUMPl. If JUMP1 i s  
given a nonzero input value, t h e  program proceeds as follows: The mesh s i ze  
Ay = Az i s  divided by two by sh i f t ing  the  in te rac t ion  plane i n  the core 
storage from M' = M 3. 5 t o  M" = M' + M as indicated i n  Figure 3 .  However, I 0 0 
in  the  p r i n t  out t h e  values along the  in te rac t ion  plane are s t i l l  labeled 
as M = M'and N. Those at  y = D - Ay/2 are  labeled as M' - 1, N, e t c .  Thus 
there  i s  a one-to-one correspondence between core storage and g r id  points, 
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printed a t  the top  of each plane pr in t  out. 
If the  specified number of planes has been calculated with the refined 
mesh, the program automatically drops every second point and s h i f t s  the 
values t o  the  appropriate locations corresponding t o  the unrefined input 
data. 
If the  number of planes JUMP1 i s  chosen so large tha t  the interaction 
region reaches the  diagonal before the  specified number of planes i s  
calculated, the  program automatically enlarges the mesh as discussed 
above. Subsequently it re f l ec t s  the flowfield about the interact ion plane 
as discussed i n  Section 3.1.2. 
Finally, the maximum number of M i s  80; thus Mo < 74. Now, if Mo i s  
chosen close t o  t h a t  value and s t i l l  a refined mesh i s  t o  be used, then 
c l ea r ly  the sh i f t ing  i n  core storage described above is  not possible. 
ram calculates t he  two-jet interact ion region i n  the 
regular mesh s ize  but with Ay = Az half the regular 
wever, the calculation must be terminated when the  
three-dimensional region reaches the  diagonal.. 
3.1.4 CHOICE OF DIFFEREXCE SCHEMES. Three d i f fe ren t  damping mechanisms 
are Incorporated in  the  program. 
3.1.4.1 Gradient Damping. This method w a s  described in  Part  I, Section 
3.3 and 3.5.1. The difference scheme i s  centered at S = 3 + O(Ax)  and s 
These w i l l  now be considered separately. 
i s  calculated as follows: 
A I - L  - G R  1 + AS2 w. LGi 
i 
1 0,+1 0,  -1 
22 
Here Wi denotes the  element of the  vector W used t o  calculate  S and F. and 
1 
G .  are the  corresponding elements of the vector valued function F and G .  
1 
If A S 1  = AS2 = 0 and AS0 = 1, then 
S =  
i.e., t h e  scheme i s  centered 
fu r thes t  point t h a t  could be 
b Axk - = -  
21 ~ A X  
halfway between t h e  i n i t i a l  plane and t h e  
reached without v io la t ing  the  Courant -Friedrichs - 
Lewy condition. 
t h e  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  as close as possible.  
4A f o r  the t w o  dimensional case. 
t h e  maximum allowed s tep  s ize  i s  Ax R’ 
Choosing S as given i n  the last expression i n  e f f ec t  means calculat ing W 
at the  point P and then interpolat ing l i n e a r l y  for W(x +  AX,^) between 
This means tha t  t h e  region of influence approaches t h a t  of 
The s i tua t ion  i s  shown i n  Figure 
According t o  the l o c a l  s t a b i l i t y  condition, 
i .e . ,  t he  point P could be calculated.  
W(x, y) and W(x + Axa, y).  
of first order. 
The accuracy of t h i s  scheme is, therefore,  only 
If AS0 = 0 but AS1 andAS2 are d i f f e ren t  from zero, t he  scheme is  of 
second order accuracy as long as the damping fac tors  are  of order one. 
This  i s  the  actual gradient damping method discussed in Part  I, 3.3. 
U s u a l l y ,  the f i r s t  o r  second element of W i s  chosen (i = 1,2) since these 
vary strongly i n  marching direct ion and are anti-symmetric about the in t e r -  
ac t ion  plane. 
3.1.4.2 A r t i f i c i a l  Viscosity Damping. This method i s  a l s o  discussed i n  
part I, 3.3.  
This  scheme has only very recently been tested and requires addi t ional  i n -  
ve st i ga t  ions. 
With DA # 1 t h e  accuracy of t h e  scheme i s  only of f irst  order. 
3.1.4.3 Latera l ly  Uncentered Difference Scheme. The pr inciple  of t h i s  
scheme i s  graphically shown i n  Figure 4B f o r  t he  two-dimensional case. 
t he  f i rs t  step,  values a t  x + Ax/2, y f TT Ay. 
t o  t h a t  for t h e  basic scheme. 
It w a s  hoped t h a t  t h i s  scheme would y ie ld  b e t t e r  r e s u l t s  i n  the  case 
I n  
The second s tep  i s  similar 
where t h e  theo re t i ca l  shock location was  c lose t o  the  in te rac t ion  plane. 
However, t h e  contrary was observed; choosing TT C 3 resu l ted  in smaller 
gradients.  Consequently, t h i s  scheme h a s  subsequently been used only after 
imposing shock jump conditions in  t h e  e a r l y  stages of t he  two-jet i n t e r -  
act ion regions, where it prevents overshoots after t h e  discontinuous jumps. 
3.2 INPUT DATA 








i s  t h e  r a t i o  of specif ic  heats,  assumed constant. 
i s  half the  separation distance of the  center l ines  of t h e  two 
nearest  j e t s  i n  e x i t  rad i i ,  i .e ., D. 
is  t h e  number ,, of gr id  in te rva ls  chosen for D. It can be at  most 
74. 
t h e  number of t he  i n i t i a l  plane. It i s  one for  the  f i rs t  run, fo r  
for a continuation run it i s  the  previous LMAX plus one. 
L a s t  plane t o  be calculated f o r  given run. 
This property governs the  output p r in t .  If it is s e t  equal t o  
zero, every calculated plane i s  pr inted out.  If it i s  given a 
f in i te  value, r e su l t s  are pr inted out roughly at x-intervals 
specif ied by t h e  number. Since Ax i s  variable,  the  program p r in t s  
out t h e  next plane downstream of each in te rva l .  
LAM0 
The following data per ta in  t o  the s ingle  j e t  calculat ions:  
CN i s  the  radius of t he  i n i t i a l  data l i n e  f o r  the  j e t  calculat ion i n  
i s  the  r a t i o  Az/Ay and has t h e  value one. 
e x i t  radii. 
CXR i s  t h e  distance of the center  of -the polar coordinate system from 
t h e  nozzle exit plane. 
The following tolerances are  used. 
cc i s  the tolerance on entropy undershoot. A value of 0.9)  is  satis- 
fac tory  . 
i s  d3/8 
a t ions .  
FACTOR multiplied by a safe ty  f ac to r  f o r  s t a b i l i t y  consider- 
The safe ty  fac tor  can be of the order of 0.9 t o  1.0 
c1, c2 tolerances,  determining the lateral  spreading of' t he  three-  
dimensional regions. Values of 0.05 t o  0.10 are  reasonable. 
The following data govern the  calculat ion of t h e  first f e w  in te rac t ion  points:  
IFLG i s  the number of points at which shock conditions are  i n i t i a l l y  
imposed. 
i s  the  f r ac t ion  of Ax by which t h e  calculat ion i s  receded from the  
in te rac t ion  point, as discussed i n  Par t  I, 3.5.4. 
This w i l l  usually be zero o r  two.  
ALF 
I D I V  i s  the number of in te rva ls  i n  which t h i s  element i s  divided. 
JUMP1 i s  the  number of planes calculated with a refined mesh. 
JUMP is  the. number of planes calculated w i t h  l a t e r a l l y  uncentered 
difference scheme. 
TS, TT give the  f r ac t ion  of uncentering f o r  t h i s  scheme (see 3.1.4). 





I J L  
DL, CL 
i s  used f o r  centering the  difference scheme according t o  the  
l o c a l l y  allowable step s i ze  (see 3.1.4). 
a re  the  damping factors  i n  centering the  difference scheme 
according t o  t h e  loca l  gradients (see 3.1.4). 
determines which element of W is  used i n  the  damping f ac to r .  
i s  e i t h e r  1 o r  2 (see 3.1.4). 
i s  t h e  a r t i f i c i a l  v i scos i ty  term discussed i n  3.1.4. 
It 
3.3 OUTPUT DmA 
The f irst  information pr inted a f t e r  t he  input data  i s  the  distance from 
t h e  nozzle e x i t  at which t h e  interact ion begins. 
On top  of each pr inted plane the  following data  are  pr inted.  
L, t he  number of computed planes. L = 1 is  the  i n i t i a l  plane. 
LAMl and LAM2, t h e  r e l a t ive  step s i zes  Ax/AY and Ax/Az. 
program the  values axe ident ica l .  X, t h e  distance of t h e  plane from t h e  
For the  f i v e  j e t  
nozzle e x i t .  Z1, the  coordinate of the  j e t  boundary intersect ion with 
t h e  interact ion plane, and DY the mesh size i n  t he  cross plane. 
Below t h i s  heading, t he  calculated values of density, pressure, t e m -  
perature, entropy, veloci ty  components, speed and Mach number a re  pr in ted  
for each I4 and a. In the  last column a symbol indicates  how the  values 
were obtained. A point calculated i n  normal fashion by the  difference 
scheme has the  symbol N. If the values were obtained by interpolat ion from 
the  s ingle  j e t  values, they are distinguished by the  l e t t e r  J. Final ly ,  
those points t h a t  were calculated i n  t h e  j e t  region with the  difference 
scheme t ravers ing  the  je t  shock i n  t he  "wrong" direct ion and were subse- 
quently replaced by j e t  values are characterized by the  symbol E .  
3.4 SUBROUTINES 
Various subroutines and t h e i r  function w i l l  be b r i e f l y  discussed. 
3.4.1 AUXILIARY POINTS SUBROUTINE: (AUXPl'S) . This subroutine a l loca tes  the  
values of W corresponding t o  the auxi l ia ry  points  t o  the  proper storage 
locat ions.  These values are  obtained from those of t he  regular mesh points  
by using t h e  r e f l ec t ion  principle t o  s a t i s f y  the  boundary conditions. 
3.4.2 PROPERTIES SUBROUTINE (PRGP) . This subroutine calculates  a va r i e ty  
of thermodynamic da ta  from t h e  basic dependent variables,  Wi. 
t o t a l  enthalpy H, 
Given the  
t h e  density, R, i s  evaluated from 
R = a (1 - 41 - (b/d} 
where : 
-1 
a -   2 
Y - 1  
W'(2H - v' - w2) 
b =  
Y 
and where t h e  l a t e r a l  veloci ty  components are given by 
v = w /w w = w4/w1 3 1  
Sub sequent ly we have 
U = W1/R 
P = W 2 - (W:/R) 
M2 = (U2 + ?’ + W‘) R/(yP) 
There a re  s i x  input options t o  t h i s  routine, selected according t o  the 
last of the input variables, as follows: 
Option one computes the elements of both F and G .  
Options two and three calculates  respect ively the  elements of‘ F only 
o r  G only. 
The fourth*opt ion i s  used f o r  p r in t  out .  It calculates  the var iables  
R, P, T, S, U, V, W, Q and M. Also it a l loca tes  M and N and the index 
(N, J or E )  indicat ing the  method used i n  obtairiing the  data. 
The f i f t h  option calculates  only those thermodynamic properties used 
in the min progrqra. , ” k+ Thus t he  calculat ion of t h e  temperature i s  by- 
passed. 
Finally, t h e  s k h  option is  used t o  transform t h e  axisymmetric data  
interpolated from the  j e t  program t o  the  appropriate values f o r  the 
three. - dimensional region, i.e.,  it s p l i t s  up the  ve loc i ty  component normal 
t o  t h e  marching di rec t ion  in to  the  V and W components. 
3.4.3 JET SUBROUTINE (JET) .  This  subroutine interpolates  the  W values 
from the  j e t  tape onto a par t icu lar  cross plane f o r  the  f i v e - j e t  program. 
There are two options: If the last  argument i n  t h i s  subroutine is  one, 
then boundary points  are interpolated.  
points  are interpolated.  
different  . 
If the  argument i s  two, i n t e r i o r  
The two  interpolat ion procedures are s l i g h t l y  
The interpolat ion proceeds f i rs t  in  x-direction t o  the  prescribed 
plane posi t ion and subsequently within the  plane along the  radius through 
t he  desired point.  Once the  W values are  interpolated,  t h e  density, pres- 
sure and cyl indr ica l  veloci ty  components are calculated and returned t o  
t he  main program. 
3.4.3 INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE (INTRP) . This subroutine interpolates  or 
extrapolates e i the r  l i n e a r l y  or  quadratically.  
The first argument gives the three coordinates of t he  p ivota l  points.  
If the  first and t h i r d  coordinates are equal, interpolat ion i s  linear. 
The second argument gives the desired interpolat ion coordinate. 
The t h i r d  argument gives the ordinates corresponding t o  the  pivotal  
points  and the  fourth argument denotes the  interpolated ordinates.  
3.4.5 FILE SUBROUTINES. There are  three  symbolic FILE subroutines f o r  t he  
f ive - j e t  program, each concerned w i t h  t h e  I/@ tape usage. 
Subroutine FILFi 1 sets up t h e  j e t  tape cor rec t ly  f o r  input in to  the  
f i v e  - j e t  program. 
Subroutines FILE 2 and FIIX 3 handle t h e  1/0 fo r  contination runs. 
FILE 2 i s  needed f o r  t he  input tape, FILE 3 f o r  t h e  output tape.  
3.5 LIST OF PRINCIPLE SYMBOLS USED IN THE FIVE JET PROGRAM 
ADIV 
ALF input coeff ic ient  t o  i n i t i a l  LAMI 
ANB t h e  Y distance of interact ion w a l l  
f l oa t ing  point variable of IDIV 
AS0 damping f ac to r  
AS1 damping f ac to r  
As2 damping f ac to r  
BCD t e l l s  howW value i s  determined: N, J or  E 
c1  tolerance i n  3-D expansion toward c e n t e r  j e t  
c2 tolerance i n  3-0 expansion away from center  j e t  
cc tolerance on reference entropy 
CN radius of i n i t i a l  data l i n e  f o r  j e t  calculat ion 
CXR distance of polar vertex t o  nozzle e x i t  
r v a l  between printed planes 
p s i ze  of j e t  plane 
stance between cross planes 
DY s tep  s i ze  i n  Y direction 
E" reference entropy 
F(4,80,3) F functions of W 
FACTOR coeff ic ient  f o r  LAMI 
G(4,80,3) G functions of W 
G2(4) 
GAM constant r a t i o  of specific heats  
ICNT 
I D I V  
number of points calculated using j e t  values 
Integer  value by which LAMI i s  divided u n t i l  f irst  in te rac t ion  
occurs 
IFLG s e l e c t s  conditions f o r  shock points  
I J L  index of element of W used f o r  damping 
IPAGE determines when caption should be pr inted 
JJ determines when point is being t e s t e d  or  being f i l l e d  
JJJ used for calculat ing j e t  points  
JUMP number of planes calculated w i t h  l a t e r a l l y  uncentered difference 
scheme 
number of planes calculated w i t h  refined mesh JUMP 1 
K 1  t es t  l e f t  l i n e  fo r  3-D expansion 
K 2  t es t  r igh t  l i n e  for 3-D expansion 
LAM0 r a t i o  between DY and DZ (value 1 f o r  5- je t )  
LAMl r a t i o  of DX/DY 
LAM2 r a t i o  of L A M l / W  
LMAX last plane computed 
LMIN s t a r t i n g  plane for  r u n  
CUT cross plane being computed 
Y direct ion 
M2 center  of outside j e t  on Y axis 
MA 
m3D 
left  boundary l i n e  f o r  W values 
l e f t  boundary fo r  3-D region 
MAXl(3) 
MB locat ion of the interact ion plane 
loca t ion  where jet boundary values ai*e stored 
MBC 
MBD r igh t  boundary of 3-D region 
= MB u n t i l  expansion occurs t o  r igh t ,  then = MC 
MC last l i n e  t o  r igh t  with W values 
MO number of in te rva ls  between center j e t  and interact ion plane 
N locat ion of gr id  point i n  Z d i rec t ion  
NE3 boundary of 3-D region in  Z-direction 
NBB NB value f o r  previous plane 
NBP top boundary l i n e  i n  Z d i rec t ion  with W values 
NJE( 3,300)contains locat ion and BCD value 
PJB 
Q t o t a l  speed 
RDJ half separation distance of initial in te rac t ion  
m j e t  densi ty  value at boundary 




S center of the difference scheme 
TS parameter f o r  l a t e r a l l y  uncentered scheme; Z direct ion 
TT parameter f o r  l a t e r a l l y  uncentered scheme; Y direct ion 
UM angle which determines LAMl 
UQM(4) 
W13(80,8O)first and t h i r d  element of W 
je t  pressure value a t  boundary 
contains density, U and V ve loc i t i e s  and pressure 
contains density, W, V ve loc i t i e s  and pressure 
loca t  ion of j e t  plane from polar vertex 
contains U velocity,  t o t a l  velocity,  Mach No. and entropy 
W24(80,80) second and fourth element of W 
W3D(3,80,2) j e t  values of W 
YBD radius  of j e t  
NOTE : A l l  length dimensions a re  re fer red  t o  the  nozzle e x i t  radius.  
3.6 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
The following operating instruct ions r e fe r  t o  the IBM 7094-7044 DcS 
computer systems. 
3.6.1 RUN REQUEST. 
i n  t h i s  request. 
The following information w i l l  i n  general be included 




The time estimate depends on t h e  number of points calculated.  
Two input tapes and one output tape must be requested. 
For 
an i n i t i a l  time guess, t w o  ninutes should be suf f ic ien t  t o  calculate  
20 planes with a value of MO of 25. 
iv )  A s  l i n e  estimate roughly 2,600 l i n e s  w i l l  suff ice  t o  p r in t  out t he  
r e s u l t s  under t h e  same c o n d l t i m  as i n  iii). 
of l i n e s  pr inted as well as the  execution time increase as the  
Note t h a t  t he  number 
calculat ion proceeds downstream. 
3.6.2 CONTROL CARDS. 
i) Three SETUP cards are required f o r  specifying the  tape drives and 
the  1/0 operations. 
on B ( 1 ) ,  t he  tape read in  a continuation run on B ( 2 )  and the  
Currently, the  single j e t  tape i s  being setup 
results of t h e  present run on B ( 3 ) .  
B(2)  w i l l  have t o  be set up although it i s  not used. 
For an i n i t i a l  run a tape 
ii) An ATEND card w i l l  give a post-mortem dump if t h e  run is  termi- 
nated by unusual conditions. 
The EXECUTE IBJ@B card places the deck under the  IBSYS monitoring 
system. 
The IBJQB card uses ALTI#, a version 13 option, which requires 
fewer c e l l s  f o r  t he  1/0 package. 
iii) 
i v )  
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3.6.3 BINARY DECK. The binary deck consis ts  of the  MAIN program and the  
following subroutines : PRGP, WRITES, INTRP, AUXFT and FILE. These names 
appear i n  Column 72 f f  of the binary deck. 
3.6.4 
i) 
i i ) 
INPUT DATA 
An end of f i l e  card separates t he  binary deck from t h e  input 
cards. 
punched s tar t i r ig  i n  Column one. 
Foqr cards are read as input t o  t h e  program (see Appendix B) 
This card has a 7 and 8 punch in  C o l u m n  one o r  a $ DATA 
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F I D  I N  EXTRA LINE 
AT BOUNDARY OF 3 - D  
‘REGION WITH JET VALUES - .  1. 
I 
P Y DIRECTI(  
EXPANDS 
m CAEULATE SHOCK CONDITIONS . .  
COMPUTE I N I T I A L  LAMI 
TERM FOR 5-JET 
STARTING PLANE 
‘ 1 .  . 3.7 FLOW CHARTS FOR F I V E J E T  ‘INTEZACTION PROGRAM- -
FILL I N  
WITH JET VAU PARAMETERS 
-- 
CONTINUATION RUN I I DOES LMCN I -as 4 REXD TehE FOR EQUAL ONE TEST FOR EXPAN 
3 - D  REGION 
. I 
W R I T E  CAPTION AND 
INPUTPARAMETERS 
INITIAL PW DIRI3CTION 
t i- I 
DETERMINE NO. OF 
, GRID F’TS. I N  
Z DIREXTION *-, ‘IiO 
IKETIALPLANE 1 1 VALUES 
-r 1 
IF 3 - D  m G I O N  H 
DIAGONAL REFLEX + 
I I - DETERMINE RADIUS 
O F  JET I DOES JET INFORMATION 
INTERACTION PLANE 
4 HEFER!W #NO 
CALCULATE 
FUNCTIONS FF 
35 - }  
-r 
DOES ENTROPY OF ANY GRID No . r r '  POINT FALL BEUW VAWE * 
OF REFERENCE ENTROPY 
3ARY 
'B S . 1 
F I L L  I N  GRID POINT 
WITH JET VALUES - IN 
- NO .) HAS EXPANSION ALONG 
1 DIAGONAL EXPANDED 
3-D H3GION 








FILL I N  BOUNDARY 1 L I N E S  WITH JET VALUES --- __ 
N6 IS I T  NECESSARY TO I ,  
- 
I 4 Y E S ~ - . F I L L  3-D FEGION I N  FHANGB MESH S I Z E  
WITH JET VALUES - + YES 
NO 
TAKE EVERY OTHER 
GRID POIDIT FOR NEW GRID 
LRY ~ 
- a+% IS I T  I!IEK!ESsARy TO 





I S  THIB THE LAST 
PLANE TO BE CALCULATXD 
FIND W'S AT S BClSED 
UPONF & GVALUFS 
No+, DOES PROGRhf- NEED l6x' 
JET I N F O m T I O N  
FIND F & G ' S  
AT W OF S 
F I N D  W'S FOR NEXT PLANE 
FROM F & G ' S  AT W O F  S 
1
YES 






U, V & W VELOCITIES, 
DENSITY AND PRESSURE 
FOR W VALUE 
1 No D O E S I = l ,  DOES I = 3 .c 
t 
O R 1 = 2  
YES 
C A L C U T E  TOTAL 




F I N D  F FUHCTIONS 
t l  
' 
DOES I = 5 DOES I = 1 - ~r*FIFID G FUETIONS 
. N o -  YES 
.* 
I 1  
i 
\ '  3 










DATA I N  PRINT OUT 
PRIWT 5-JET 
CONFIGURATION 
FOR LAST PACZ 
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SUBROUTINE 









"I3 CEIW3R OF 
THE MIDDLF: JET 
T 
FILL I N  AUXILIARY 
DIAGONAL L i i E S  
YES 
4 l  HAS 3-D 
REFLECT LINE 
N = 3 I N T O N = l  
M = 6 ,  N = 3 I I I ' J D  
M = 4 ,  N = 3 A N D  
M = 6 ,  N = 2 I N T O  





FIND DISTANCF, TO KNC" 
JET VALUE BELOW POINT 
TO BF: INTERPOLCITED 
E ,  
OFTION FOR JET 1 .YES 4 F I N D  DISTANCE FROM JET 
VALIlES AT BOUNDARY AXIS To BOUNDARY 
INTERPOIATE JET , 
VALUES ONTO 3 -D PLANE 
FOR GIVEN DISCA.NCE 
I I 1 I 
FIND DI,Sl?AI'?CE O F  KNOWN 
JET VALUES ABWE POINT 
To BE I r n R P O L A T E D  . ,  
IS  I ~ F P O L A T E D  VALUE 
AT BOUNDARY No 
e 
I 
I 1 i 
I ,L INTERPOLATEALONG 




4. THE TWOJET INTERACTION PROGRAM 
4 .1  GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The main difference between the two-jet and the  f i v e - j e t  interact ion 
program i s  the  f a c t  that the  diagonal y = fz i s  no longer a symmetry axis.  
Consequently, the  storage of t h e  dependent variables,  t he  vector W, i s  
different .  
s tored i n  the  three  -dimensional a r r ay  
Since t h e  basic  grid is  rectangular, the elements of W a r e  
W(J, M, N) J = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
The r e s t  of t h e  program logic  is the  same as for the  f ive- je t  program 
except t ha t ,  of course, the re f lec t ion  about t he  diagonal and the  growth 
of t h e  three-dimensional region in d i rec t ion  of increasing y are omitted. 
4.2 IIWUT DATA 
region. 
t he  same i n  t h e  two 
C whfch governs the  
programs except t h a t  there  is  
growth of t he  three  -dimensional 
41 
Input Cards Format 
mR!rRm L i s t i n g  
I 
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M A P ~ L O G I C  
L I S T  
.SIBJOB JETT 












0 :  C 
HEAL, INPUT PARAMETERS 
kEAu ( 5 r l U )  G A M ~ L A M l r D O ~ B K ~ F A C T O H I A L P I F F I X O , S R , I P R I N T ~ L L , ~ E ~ P N l  
10 F O H N & T  (&E10.5/ L 1 0 . 5 ~ 3 1 1 0 )  
I F  FACTOR IS ZERO L A M 1  = CONSTANT 
1F FACTOH IS NON-ZERO L A M 1  = VARIABLE 
PRINT IrJPUT DATA DEFINITIONS 










JET 110  
JET 1 2 0  
JET 130 
JET 1 4 0  
JET 150  








































NHlTt (6,701 X O  JET 
70  FORMAT ( 3 1 X ~ 6 4 H l l l S T A  ICE BETWEEN NOZZLE E X I T  A m  ORIGIN O F  POLAR SYJET 
*STEM IS X O  = v F 7 * 3 / 9 s X , 7 ( 1 H ~ ) / / )  JET 
bRITE ( 6 ~ 6 0 )  DO JET 
80 FORMAT (34Xr49HTHE ANGULAR STEP S I Z E  BETWEEN POLAR RAYS I S  DO = PFJET 
* 7 0 4 ~ 8 H  DEGHEES/83X,7(1H-)//)  JET 
k H I T t  ( 6 ~ 9 0 )  LL JET 
*SX,S(1H-) / / )  JET 
I F  (FACTORoEQoO*U) WHITE (6~100) F A C T O R  JET 
100 F O H ~ I A T  (41XSlHFACTOR = 0 MAKES LAN1 CONSTANT FOR ALL COMPUTATIONS/JET 
* / / I  JET 
I F  (FACTOH*NE*O*O) WHITE (6 ,110)  FACTOR JET 
111, FORMAT (31Xt61HCONSTANT MULTIPLI tR FACTOR TO VARIABLE L A M l  TERM I S J E T  
* FACTOR = r F t j e 4 / 9 2 X t d ( 1 H - ) / / )  JET 
WRITE ( 6 8 1 2 0 )  ALP JET 
1 2 0  FORMAT ( 3 0 X ~ 6 6 H T f E  kEIGHTED AVERAGING FACTOR FOR THE RADIUS OF CURJET 
*VATUHE. IS ALP= ~F703/9hX~7(1H-1//) JET 
h H I T t  ( 6 r 1 3 0 )  L A 1 4 1  JET 
1 3 0  FORMAT ( ~ ~ X I Q S H I I J I T I A L  R A T I O  OF b R I D  STEP SIZES DR/DS IS L A M l  = PFJET 
* b o 4 / ~ 7 X ~ ~ ( l H - ) / / / 5 9 X , 1 3 H O U T P U T  FORMAT///) JET 
I F  ( i P H I h T * E Q . l )  kiHITE ( 6 r l 4 U )  IPRINT JET 
1 4 0  FORMAT t r o X r q ~ I P k I N T  = ,12t41H PRINTS VALUES I N  CYLINDRXCAL COOROIJET 
*NATES/SOXvlH-//) JET 
I F  ( IPRIhT.ELI.2)  " I T €  (br15t.j) IPHIFJT JET 
1 5 0  FORMAT ( 4 3 X r 9 t i I P H I N T  = r 1 2 r 3 5 H  PHINTS VALUES I N  POLAR COORDINATES/JEf 
* 5 3 X r l H - / / )  JET 
hIHITE (60160) DELPNT JET 
160  FOkMkT ( ~ O X P ~ H E V E R Y  8 1 3 t 5 3 H  T H  C Y L I N L R I C A L  PLANE OR ARC WILL BE PRJET 
*INTEU ( n ~ L P N T ) / 4 ~ X I 3 H - - - / / )  JET 
I F  (IPRINToEQ.1) WRITE (6,170) FF JET 
1 7 0  FORMAT (3(jx8611 FF = tF7.3r59I-I IS THE R A T I O  OF OX/DY ON THE CYLINDRJET 
* I C A L  COORDINATE SYSTEM/36Xr7(1H-)/ / )  JET 
dUMP z CELPFJT-1 JET 
bc, = UO*PI/lSO. JET 
hi? = 1.0 JET 
I 1  = I, JET 
LA = 0 JET 
UY = 0.0 JET 
H X ( 1 )  = 0.0 JET 
t iX (2 )  = 0.0 JET 
xx  = H H  JET 
GAMA = GAM/(GAM-1.0) JET 
GAM2 = ( G A M + l . O ) / ( G A i + l . O )  JET 
H = .5*GAM2 JET 
MD = bK JET 
9 0  FOKFlAT ( 4 3 X ~ ~ b t i T h E  MAXIMUM NUMBEk OF ARCS CALCULATED IS LL = r I 5 / R J E T  
C 
C A X I S  OF JET CORRESPONDS TO K=2 G R I D  L INE 
C 
M 3  = Mot2 
#R = 100-M3 
C 
C M 3  1s A G R I D  POIhT OiJ OR JUST ABOVE JET UOIJNDARY 
I F  ( u K . N ~ . F L O A T ( ~ ~ I O ) )  M3 = M 3 t 1  o c  






6 1 0  
620 
6 3 0  
6 4 0  







7 2 0  
730 
7 4 0  
7 5 0  
760 
7 7 0  
7 8 0  
7 9 0  
800 
8 1 0  
€320 
830 
8 4 0  
050 
860 
8 7 0  
880 
8 9 0  
900 
9 1 0  
920 
930 
































.-I . a n n  GO 16u K = 2 r M 3  Jt-l I A U U  
REA0 (5,101 Z e Q r t ’  JET 1 1 1 0  
0 = FLOAl(K-2)*DO JET 1 1 2 0  
IF(K.EQ.M3) 0 = dK*DO JET 1 1 3 0  
U = Q*COS(Z-O) JET 1 1 4 0  
v = d*SIiiJ(Z-O) JET 1 1 5 0  
ti = G A M ~ + P / ( H - o ~ + ( U * + ~ + V * + ~ ) )  JET l l b 0  
, JET 1 1 7 0  
CALCULATE W I i i I T X A l  VALUES JET 1ldO 
JET 1 1 9 0  
JET 1 2 0 0  
NJ(K,Z)  = ( P t R * U * * 2 ) * H H * * 2 * S I ~ ( O ~  JET 1 2 1 0  
k J ( K 1 3 )  = R*U+V*KR**3*SIN(O) JET 1 2 2 0  
JET 1 2 3 0  
LAST FLUID PROPEI-!TIES CALCULATED IN ABOVE LOOP ARE BOUNDARY VALUESJET 1240 
JET 1250 
PR = P JET 1 2 6 0  . 
IFLA” = 0 JET 1 2 7 0  
GO TO 200 JET 1 2 8 0  
C A L L  d J J  JET 1 2 9 0  
k3 = f d U t 2  JET 1 3 0 0  
I F  ( ~ K . G T , F L O A T ( M O ) ) M ~  = M3+1 JET 1 3 1 0  
I F L A 6  = I F L A G + l  JET 1320 
LD = J0*18O./PI JET 1330 
WJ(kr1) = H*U*RR**2*SIN(O) 
JET 1 3 4 0  
T H E  x ANb Y VALUES AdE CALCULATE2 IN REFERENCE TO THE NOZZLE EXIT JET 1 3 5 0  
DHLluf PGLAR VALULS AhD t4EADEHS 
JET 1 3 6 0  
JET 1 3 7 0  
JET 1380 
JET 1390 
JET 1 4 0 0  
JET 1 4 1 0  
JET 1 4 2 0  
JET 1 4 3 0  
JET 1440 
JET 1450 
JET 1 4 6 0  
JET 1560 
JET 1570 
JET 1 5 8 0  






AM = u l /SQRT(GAM*Pl /K l )  0 A M  = 0.0 JET 1 6 5 0  JET 1 6 6 0  
I F  (FACTOR.NE.O*(J) UM = A T A N 2 ( 1 , ~ , S Q R T ( A M * * 2 - L . O ) )  JET 1670 
IF (IPHINT.EQ.2) GO T O  270 JET 1 6 8 0  
11 = I I+1 JET 1 6 9 0  
C JET 1700 
C PLAbiE JET 1720 
C JET 1730 
I F  (II.Lt.30) GO TO 260 JET 1740 
W R l T t  (6,250) JET 1750 
250 FOiilviL+T (55HT00 MbNY JET PLANES AtiE RfiQUIRED TO CALCULATE 3-D PLANEJET 1 7 6 0  
* )  JET 1770 
STOP JET 1780 
C JET 1 7 9 0  
C PARAI~~LTERS OF JET PLANE ARE STORED I N  THE FOLLOWING ARRAYS FOR USEciET 1 8 0 0  
C I N  CO+IPUT IrJG CYLlNDRICAL PLAIUES JET 1.810 
C JET 1 8 2 0  
2bU Hh(1i) = RH JET 1830 
YH(II) = YE/SR JET 1 8 4 0  
Mh(II) = M 3  JET 1 8 5 0  
JET 1860 d(I1) = dK 
AN(I1) = DO JET 1 8 7 0  
C JET i ~ a o  
C L1 krPHE5ENTS JET PLN4E THOSE. bo VALUE CHANGES JET 1890 
C JET 1900 
I F  (I I .NE.1.AND.~N(II).NE.AN(JI-I)) L1 = 11 JET 1910 
C A M A X I M U M  OF 30 JET PLANES ARE USED TO CALCULATE ONE CYLIYDRICAL JET 1710 
TtiETN = 0.0 JET 1 9 2 0  
270 UO 320 K=2rM3 JET 1930 
L = r i  JET 1 9 4 0  
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 29u JET 1950 
I F  (K.NE.M3) GO To 260 JET 1960 
I F  (ijh.EO.FLOAT(1~0)) GO TO 260 JET 1 9 7 0  
C JET 1 9 8 0  
C tlOUfwkfiY VALUES PHINTEC OUT JET 1990 
C JET 2000 
u1 = u JET 2010 
b 1  = v JET 2020 
k ' l  = PK JET 2030 
h l  = H JET 2040 
ANG L ATA ~ u ) * 1 8 0 . / P I  JET 2050 
At4 = ~ Q H T ( ( U 1 + * 2 + V l * * 2 ) / ( G A M + P 1 / K 1 ) )  JET 2060 
C JET 2070 
C ~OUNOAHY L IS G R I O  POINT POSITION MULTIPLIED SY 100  JET 2080 
C JET 2090 
L = (i .$K+2.0051*1bO*O JET 2100 
CK = ?40 JET 2110 
THETA = BK*00 JET 2 1 2 0  
GO T U  2 9 0  JET 2130 
C JET 2140 
C CALCULATE FLUID PROEHTIES FOR PRINT OUT JET 2150 


























P 1  z uvfii3j JET 2 2 0 0  
AM = M O R ( 1 )  JET 2210 
ANG = MOH(2) JET 2 2 2 0  
= i - IOR(3)  3ET 2 2 3 0  
THETA = FLOAT(K-Z)*Du JET 2240 
290 01 = SORT(U1**2+V1**2) JET 2250 
JET 2260 
EN1 15 THE ENTROPY JET 2270 
JET 2280 
€ N T  = P1/  ( R 1 * * G A F t )  JET 2290 
TEN = GAM*Pl/Rl  JET 2300 
ANGL f ANG*PI/lBU.O JET 2310 
*ANGL) 1 JET 2 3 3 0  
I F  (IPR1141eEQo2) GO TO 300 JET 2 3 4 0  
ThLlu = ThETA+ANGL JET 2350 
JET 2 3 6 0  
CONLtRT POLAR COOROItVATE W'S INTO CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES JET 2 3 7 0  
JET 2 3 8 0  
UU = COS(THETA)*bl  JET 2 3 9 0  
JET 2400 V V  = SIN(THETA)*wl  
W J t T ( I I r K v 1 )  = R l *UU JET 2 4 1 0  
W J L T ( I I r K r 2 )  = R l * U U * * 2 + P I  JET 2 4 2 0  
JET 2 4 3 0  h J E T ( I I r K r 3 )  = Rl*UU*VV 
GO T O  320 JET 2 4 4 0  
JET 2 4 5 0  
\ r r R I T L  POLAR JET TAPE AI-10 P R I h T  POLAR VALUES JET 2460 
JET 2 4 7 0  
300 k H I ' l t  (8) R l r P l r U l r V A r G l r A M r A N G L  JET 2 4 8 0  
I F  (JuMP.NE.O) Go TO 320 JET 2 4 9 0  
WHlTL (6,310)  L l h l , P l , T E M r E N T r U l r V I , W 1 , A M  JET 2500 
310 FORMAT ( I S r B E 1 5 * 5 )  JET 2510 
320 CONT Il4UE JET 2520 
JET 2530 
CALCULATt L A M l  FUR NLXT PLANE JET 2540 
JET 2550 
IF (FACTORoNEoOoO) L A M l  = FACTOR/TAN(UM) JET 2560 
I F  ( I P H I N T o E Q ~ ~ )  Go TO 480 JET 2 5 7 0  
JET 2580 
LINDRSCAL W PLANES AH€ DtTERMINED JET 2590 
JET 2600 
LP = I f  JET 2610 
H X ( 5 )  = H X ( 2 )  JET 2620 
K X ( 2 )  = H X ( 1 )  JET 2630 
H X ( 1 )  2 HR*COS(Bk*DO) JFT 2640 
a30 1F ( i X X ( 2 ) o L T e X X )  GO TO 440 JET 2650 
JET 2660 
JET 2680 
C A L L  POLATE ( Y H ( L P = 2 ) , Y , O , R X ( 3 ) r H X ( 2 ) , R X ( l ) r X X , 1 )  JET 2690 
I F  (dYoNEoOoO) GU TO 360 JET 2700 
JET 2710 
6 I i W  THE GRID SILE OF CYLINDRICAL PLANES VALUE O F  Y/DY BETWEEN 40 JET 2720 
AND dO JET 2730 
JET 2740 
IF (FACT0R.NEoO.O) UM = A M A X l  ( U i b l , A T A N 2 ( 1 0 0 , S Q R T ( A M * * 2 ° 1 0 0 ) ) + A ~ S (  JET 2 3 2 0  
LP HLPRELENTS T H t  NUMBER O F  JET PLANES NECESSARY TO FILL IN A 3-0 JET 2670 
48 
C t Y l  Y/4OeO 
bo 34ir I = 1 , 1 0  
U Y l  = D Y l * l O e O  
UY = FLOAT(IF1X J 
JET 2750 
J E T  2760 
JET 2770 
' 1 ) ) / 1 0 . 0 * + 1  JET 2780 
340 I F  (Y/DY.GE.4OeO*AND.Y/DY.LE.77.0) GO TO 350 JET 2790 
350 Lx = FF*bY JET 2800 
360 R H O  = -DY JET 2810 
M A X  = Y/UY+2.0 JET 2 8 2 0  
I F  (MAXeLE.79) TO 370 JET 2 8 3 0  
C JET 2840 














































W R I T t  
4 1 0  FORMA 
*r4HGH 
HEADERS ANU PRINT C Y L I N D R I C A L  JET FLUID PROPERTIES JET 3300 
4 3 0  X X  = XD 
C 
C SEE IF A N Y  MORE CYLINDRICAL PLANES ARE 
ORGER T M KE ROO 
3310 
3320 









POSSIBLE TO CALCULATED WITHJET 3420 






J E T  3460 
JET 3500 
JET 3510 
FOR MORE JET DATA JET 3520 
C ALL USEFUL DATA hILL REGIN W I T H  F I R S T  LOCATION O F  ANY JET A R R A Y  UPJET 3530 
C TO LP - LAST JET INFURMATION JET 3540 
C JET 3550 
uo 470 I=KvLP JET 3560 
11 = I - K + l  J E T  3570 
JET 3580 FiH(11) = “(I) 
t t i t I I )  = YH(1) JET 3590 
M N ( I 1 )  = IVIN(1) JET 3600 
b(I1) = U(I) JET 3610 
A N ( I 1 )  = AN(1)  JET 3620 
b0 4 1 0  J = l r 3  JET 3640 
bo 47u M=2rNM JET 3650 
470 k J E T ( I I r M , J )  = WJET(l,M,Jl JET 3660 
C JET 3670 
C SI-ilFT LOCATION OF PLANE CONTAINIPdG NE# DO JET 3680 
C JET 3690 
L1 = Ll-(K-l) JET 3700 
C JET 3710 
C CALCULATE I F L A G  W M B t H  O F  POLAR JET PLANES JET 3720 
C JET 3730 
480 I F  ( IFLAGaNEeLL) Go TO 190 JET 3740 
b R I T t  ( 6 r 4 9 0 )  JET 3750 
490 FOHMAT (1H1,2O(/)r18X,4H****,4X,3H***r3Xr5tl*****r3X,3H***,9Xr3H***JET 3760 
* ~ 2 ( 3 ~ r i H * l , L O X ~ ? t 1 *  ****,2X,5(rH*),7Xt5(lH*),3X,3H***,3X,4H****,3XJET 3770 
* 4 ~ * * * / 1 8 X l H * 3 X 4 H *  *3X2(1H*4X),1H*3X1H*4X2(3XlH*),2X2H**3H * lOX,JEf  3780 
*4H* * , 7 X , l H * , l l X , l H * V X , l H * , 2 ( 3 X , 4 H *  *)/18X,lH*,3X,BH* *****,4X JET 3790 
* ,1H*r4X,S(1H*) ,7~ ,1H* ,3XI lH* ,2X,3(2H*  ) ,9Xe6H* ***,SX, lH*, l lX, lH*JET 3800 
* 4 X 1 5 ( 1 H * ) , 2 X , 4 H * * * * , 3 X , 3 H * * * * / 1 8 X , 1 H * , 3 ~ , 4 H *  * , 3 X , 2 ( 1 H * , Y X ) , 2 ( 1 H * , J € T  3810 
* ~ X ) O ~ X , ~ ( ~ X ~ H * ) V ~ H  * P ~ X P ~ H * * * ~ X , ~ ( ~ H  * ) , X I ~ H * , ~ ~ X , I H * P ~ X , ~ H * , ~ X J E T  3820 
* ~ ~ ~ * ~ X ~ H * ~ X ~ H * / ~ R X ~ H * + * * ~ X ~ W * , ~ X , ~ H * , ~ ( ~ X ~ ~ H * ) ~ ~ X ~ ~ H * ~ ~ X ~ ~ H * * * ~ ~ ( ~ X J E T  3830 
* r l t i * ) ~ 8 X , 2 H * * r 3 X ~ 4 H * * * * r 4 X , 1 H * ~ l l X , ~ H * ~ 4 X ~ l H * , 3 X ~ l H * ~ 2 X ~ l H * ~ 6 X ~ 4 H * J E T  3640 
















































SUUROUTINE WJJ WJJ 20 
COMMON /ALL/ D O i h R  WJJ 3 0  
COMMON /aJ1234 /  * J ( 1 0 0 ~ 3 )  W J J  40 
COMMON /INPWJ/ M O , L A M l r B K , R , ~ , V t P H , I ~ L A G , M R , A L P  WJJ SO 
C O M M W  /wJJPRE/ kLPHA,THETA,LL(6) , P L ( 6 ) , P ( 1 0 ~ 6 )  WJJ 60 
G I M k N S I O N  F ( 3 ~ 3 ) , Q ( 3 , 3 ) t P R S ( 2 )  hJJ 70 
REAL LAM1 kJJ 80 
CK = MO WJJ 90 
CC = (~)K-CKI*DO hJJ 100 
b12 = Mot2 WJJ 110 
M l  = M2-1 WJJ 120 
W J J  130 
FINO F AND QVS A T  K e K + 1  WJJ 1 4 0  
hJJ 150 
CALL P R O P W J ( W J ~ M ~ ~ F ( l r 3 ) ~ Q ( 1 , 3 ) , l r 1 0 0 , M 2 )  WJJ 160 
CALL P R O P ~ J ( W J ~ M ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ) ~ Q ( ~ ~ ~ ) , ~ ~ ~ O O P M L )  W J J  170 
WJJ 180 
LL uIVES UPPEH R A Y  wJJ 190 
W J J  200 PL GIVES DISTANCL FROM VERTEX TO PRESSURE VALUES 
P 15 PRESSURE VALUES THAT ARE SAVED W J J  210 
WJJ 220 
I F  ( iFLAG.GT.1) 60 TO 20 WJJ 230 
00 1 U  L=l,4 W J J  2 4 0  
LL(L) = 0.0 kJJ 250 
t ’L (L )  = 0.0 WJJ 260 
UO 10 K = 1 ~ 6  W J J  270 
P ( K , L )  = 0.0 WJJ 280 
WJJ 300 
I N I T I A L  ALPHA FOR BOUldGAKY WJJ 310 
WJJ 320 
cc = cc+uo W J J  340 
I P N  = 1 W J J  350 
GO To 40 W J J  360 
W J J  370  
THE P H L s ~ ~ R E  INFORMATION I S  SAVE FOR THE CURRENT S I X  POLAR PLANES WJJ 380 
WJJ 390 
00 30 L = l r 4  w J J  400 
LL(L) = L L ( L + l )  w J J  410 
P L ( L )  = P L ( L + l )  WJ3 420 
WJJ 430 00 30 K = l , b  
P ( K t L )  = P ( K , L + l )  kJJ 440 
hJJ 450 
MH IS  USLD AS A REFERENCE MARK I N  ORbER T O  DISTINGUISH ONE RAY w J J  960 
FROM ANOTHER (FOR PRESSURE PURPOSES ONLY) w J J  470 
T H L T A  = UK*DO WJJ 290 
ACPhA = - A T A N 2 ( U * S I N ( T H E T A ) + V * C O S ( T H E T A ) t U * C O S ( T H E T A ) ~ V * S I ~ ( T H E T A ) ) ~ J J  330 
WJJ 460 
L L ( S )  = MR+M2 WJJ 490 
PL(5)  = HR WJJ 500 
LO 50 I J = 1 , 6  WJJ 510 
K = M2+1-N WJJ 520 
kJJ 530 
































FINO vi's FOR NEXT PLANE 
STOHE W*S CORRECTLY 
THE POLAH JET BOUNOAHY IS HANDLE3 RELOW 
SOLVI; FOH KNOWN PRESSURES AT PLANE L + ~ P  (6) 
WJJ 
W J J  
WJJ 
W J J  
WJJ 
WJJ 




W J J  
WJJ 
W J J  
W J3 
W J J  
W J J  
W JJ 
WJJ 





W J J  
W J J  







W J J  
WJJ 
W JJ 
W J J  
w JJ 
W J J  
WJJ 
W J J  
WJJ 
WJJ 




Y J J  
W J J  

















6 5 0  
660 
6 7 0  
690 
700 
7 1 0  ! 
720 i 
f 3 0  
740 i 
7 5 0  - 
760 
7 7 0  
7 8 0  
7 9 0  
800 
820 








9 1 0  




















a 1 0  
~~~~ 
RR = HP 
ALPHA1 = 
JJ = 1 
C 




lviA = M ~ + C I R  
EFER ED R 
I F  (IFLAB.NE.1) GO TO 130 
C 
C FINU PRESSURE ON NORMAL VECTOR A'F PLANE L ON R A Y  M 1  
C 
120 I F  (IPN.E(r.0) GO TO 130 
W J J  1 1 1 0  
kJJ 1 1 2 0  
W J J  1 1 3 0  
NJJ 1140 
W J J  1150 
w J J  1 1 6 0  
W J J  1170 
WJJ 1180 
w J J  1190 
W J J  1200 
W J J  1210 
W J J  1220 
C W J J  1 2 3 0  
C FINO PRESSURE ON NORMAL VECTOR A T  PLANE L ON RAY Ml-1 VlJJ 1240 
C W J J  1 2 5 0  
C A L L  PRE5 (MA-l,Ml,IFLAG,P2rHA,1) NJJ 1 2 6 0  
C A L L  PRES ( M A o 2 ~ M 1 - 1 , 1 F L A G , P 3 , R B r 2 )  W J J  1 2 7 0  
GO 10 140 wJJ 1280 
A30 CALL PRES (MAIM~*IFLAG,PZ,RA,I) WJJ 1 2 9 0  
C A L L  PRES ( M A = l r M 2 = 1 , I F L A G , P 3 , R 8 , 2 )  kJJ  1 3 0 0  
I 4 0  P l  = PH UJS 1 3 1 0  
C W J J  1 3 2 0  
C CALCULATE. R 2  AND R3 uISTANCE MEASURED FROM PRESSURES P2 AND P3 ON iniJJ 1 3 3 0  
C NORMAL TO BOUNDAHY ALOlJG NORMAL 
r 
L 
I F  ( C C . E O . O . 0 )  CC = a0 
I32 = HR*SIN(CC) /COS(THETA+ALPHA-LC)  
i F  {13N.EQ.O.OR.R2.LT.CC*RR/L.O) GO T O  150 
C 
C LINEAdLY INTERPOLATE PRESSURE GRADIENT 
C 
0 
Ph = (P2-P1) /H2 
GO TO 160 
H3 = ~ R * S I N ( C C ) / C O S ( T H E T A + A L P H A - C C )  
15u cc = CC+dG 
C 
C U5L TiiREL POINT INTERPOLATION FOn PRESSURE GH4DIENT 
C 
PI< = 3=2.0*p l ) / (R2+R3) 
160 UV = v* *2  
C 
C FINU T I E  HAOIUS OF CURVATURE 
C 
C 
C AVERAGE TWO RADIUS OF CURVATURES 
C 
RS = -R*UV/(PF,) 
EU.2) RS = (l*O-ALP)*RT+ALP*RS 
HC = SBRfCRR**2+kS**2=2,0*RR*RS*SIN(~HETA+ALPHA)) 
OC = THETA-ACOS( (RC**2+RR**2 -RS**2 ) / (2 . *RR*RC) )  
K H  = PL(b) 
THETC = ACOS((RR**2+RC**2=RS**2)/(2.*RR*RC)) 
THLTA = TWETC+OC 
BETA = A T A N 2 ( R C * C O S ( O C ) - R R * C O S ( T i i E T A ) , R R * S I N t T H E T A ) - R C * S I N ( O C ) )  
ALPtiA = +ETA 0 
W J J  1340 
C J J  1 3 5 0  
WJJ 1360 
W J J  1 3 7 0  
NJJ 1380 
#JJ 1 3 9 0  
kJJ 1 4 0 0  
wJJ 1 4 1 0  
W J J  1 4 2 0  
W J J  1 4 3 0  
kJJ 1 4 4 0  
WJJ 1450 
CJJ 1 4 6 0  
C J J  1470 
W J J  1 4 9 0  
NJJ 1 5 0 0  
NJJ 1 5 1 0  
WJJ 1520 
vJJJ 1 5 3 0  
W J J  1 5 4 0  
W J J  1550 
W J J  1 5 6 0  
NJJ 1570 
W J J  1580 
WJJ 1590 
WJ3 1 6 0 0  
wJJ 1480 
wJJ 1610 
WJJ 1 6 2 0  



































CALCULATE BOUNDARY w ' 5  
INTLKPOLATE EXTRA POINT AT ML 
I F  6 K  FALLS 0r.r A GRIL) POINT I T  I 5  NOT INTERPOLATED 
LINEARLY INTERPOLATE F I L L  I N  W'S FOR NEXT PLANE 
CALL POLATE ~ W J ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ W J ~ K ~ 1 ~ ~ O , R l + l o O ~ O o ~ O o ~ ~ l ~ l O O )  
(io T O  200 
OUAOHATICLY IhTEWOLaTE F I L L  I N  d e s  FOR NEXT PLANE 
NO JJ v A L U ~ S  NEED TO aE F ILLED I N  BETuvEEIL BOUNOARY AND G R I D  POINT 
CLuSkS TO t3Out.IDAHY 

















































































































I .  
'r;JJ 2210 
rvJJ 2220 
W J J  2230 
wJJ 2240 
I F  (bK.GTo42.0) 60 TO 350 wJJ 2250 
W J J  2260 
DO MUbT uLCOME TRICE AS SMALL SINCE T O O  MANY R A Y S  HAVE RtEN LOST M J J  2270 
WJJ 2280 
WJJ 2290 00 26U L = 2 @ 5  
W J J  2300 00 240 t ;=lrS 
K = b-N WJJ 2310 
WJJ 2320 C 
DOUBLE TtiE NUMBEH OF PRESSURL VALUFS hrJJ 2330 C 
C NJJ 2340 
240 P ( 2 * & v L )  = P(K,L) WJJ 2350 
kJJ 2360 00 250 K = l v 3  
250 CALL POLATE (P(2*K,L)vP(2*K+ArL),l,4o,20,0o,30,1) bJJ 2370 
GO 200 K = 2 r 7  kJJ 2380 
260 P ( K - 1 t L )  = P ( K t L )  WJJ 239n 
C hJJ 2400 
C THE A t i O V E  ASSUMEL THAT A L I N E  BElWEEN BOUNDARY AND R A Y  WILL NOT BEwJJ 2410 
C kiJJ 2420 
W J J  2430 r:N = 40+L 
MM = 2*(NE;I-1) hrJJ 2440 
WJJ 2450 tw = VM+Z 
00 27u Js lv3 W J J  2460 
270 wJ( i \ iM ,J )  = h J ( M 4 r J )  krJJ 2470 
b0 ZdO FJ=2tNN IJJ 2480 
W J J  2490 K = wt2-N 
bo 2bO J=1,3 W J J  2500 
280 WJ(2*K-2,3) = W J ( K * J )  WJJ 2510 
W J J  2520 C 
W J J  2530 C CHANGE P A H A M E T E R S  TO COMPENSATE FOR SPITTING 
C bJJ 2540 
UO Zycl L=2rS wJJ 2550 
290 L L ( L )  = E*LL(L)-2-MR nJJ 2560 
bK = 20O*BK dJJ 2570 
00 = 00/2.0 HJJ 2580 
MO z HK WJJ 2590 
CK = i40 wJJ 2600 
I F  (~0+2.EQrMM*OH.BK.EQ.CK) GO TU 330 WJJ 2610 
C #JJ 2620 
C LXTt(h HAY MUST BE ADOED BETWEEN trOUFJOARY AND UPPER R A Y  wJJ 2630 
C wJJ 2640 
UVJJ 2650 CK = kjK-CK 
CALL POLATE ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ l ~ ~ W J ~ N M ~ l ~ I ) r l r 3 r + C K ~ l o + C K ~ O o ~ C K ~ l O O ~  wJJ 2660 
DO 3 ~ 0  t=2~5 NJJ 267@ 
rJ0 3ou F4=115 WJJ 2680 
K I 6-N WJJ 2690 
300 P ( K t l t L 1  = P ( K t L )  WJJ 2700 
W J J  2710 L L ( L )  = LL(L)+l 
I F  (L.FJE.5) GO TU 31U WJJ 272@ 
P ( 1 , L )  = PK W J J  2730  
C A L L  POLATE ( P ( l r L ) , P ( l , L ) , l , C K + 3 . r 2 . r 0 . , 3 . , 1 )  wJJ 2740 
GO TU 320 vrJJ 2750 
C 































PRES 160 ! 
PRES 170 -i 
PRES 180 . 
PRES 1 9 0  . 
PRES 200 5 
PRES 210  5 




































7 0  
&O 
R 1s DISTANCE FROM VERTEX TO PRESSURE ON NORMAL VECTOR 
L IS THE PLANE TO T H t  RIGHT OF THE POINT ON THE NORMAL 
NOT ALL PRESSURE VALUES ARE KNOWtd IJNTIL FIRST F I V E  PLAlvES HAVE 
bEtiv COMPUTED 


















PR3D 1 0  
PR3D 20 
PR3D 3 0  
PR3D 4 0  
PR3D 50 
CALCULATE FLUID PROPERTIES FOR PRINT OUT I N  CYLINDRICAL COOHDINATEPR~D 60  
x x x  = w ( 4 )  










































COMPUTES FLUID PHOPEKTIES OF JET 
SOLULL FUR F FUNCTIONS OF W 
SOLVES FOR Q FUNCTIONS OF W 













PRWJ 140 , 
PRWJ 160 
PRMJ 170 I 
PRWJ 180 
PRINJ 190 




























































CALL PHOPhJ ( k M * 1 , F M t Q K v l , l v K )  WJET 270 
U G  4u J=1,3  HiJET 280 
C WJET 290 
~ T W L  VALUES UECRLLMENTS OF l o u p  BECAUSE D I n . i E ~ S I O ~ S  OF w WJET 300 C 
kJET 310 C 
I = 1 ~ O * ( J - l ) + 1  WJET 320 
C kJET 330 
C C A L C U L A T ~  W*S FOt i  NEAT POLAR PLANE hJET 340 
C "JET 350 
* A M 1  * u 0 )  kJET 370 
SU HETUttiJ WJET 380 
t r JG kJLT 390 
4 0  f iJb( I )  = H J ( K I J ) + L A M l * ( F P L ( J ) - F M ( J ) + . 5 * 0 0 * ( Q P L ( J ) t Q M ( J ) ) ) / ( ~ . + . 5 * L ~ J E T  360 
62 
B I b F T C  JET5 L I S T  


























JETS 9 0  
5 15 THE DISTArJCt FHUM THE POLAR CENTEP ( V E R T E X )  TO A POINT ON THEJETS 100 
C Y  L I tJUK I C A L  PLANL JETS 1 1 0  
AldG 15 THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE POLAR A X I S  AND TtiE GRID POINT 
L IS POLHH PLANE JUST UP STRtAM O F  GRIP POINT 
1 15 POLAR PLANE JUS1 POWN STRLAI.1 OF G R I D  POIrrT 
1 1  = I t 1  
DO irNGL(L) 
c c\rJG/u0+2*ii 
K 15 P O L A H  R A Y  JUST rlELOvr G R I D  PuINT 
C 15 FRACTIOlu OF ANGLE TO G R I D  POINTS MEASUREP FROM K 
5 i W  5,IztS ON PLANE i hILL Bt HALF AS LARGE A S  I SINCE POLAR JET 



















JETS 3 0 0  
JETS 310 
JETS 320 
JETS 3 3 0  
JETS 340  











JETS 460  
JETS 470 
JETS 480 
K 1  = K JETS 490  
JETS 500 
k~ 15 HAY ABOVE bRID POINT ON CYLIYDHICAL PLANE JETS 510 
JETS 520 
K 2  = K + 1  JETS 530 
GO ou K = K T r K 2  JETS 540 
JETS 550 
I F  s ~ f - 1 ~  SIZES ARE DIFFERENT BETWEEN L AND I A R R A Y  K PASSIrlG THRij 















LINLAHLY INTERPOLATE VALUES ON R A Y S  T O  CYLINDRICAL PLANE 
LINLAHLY INTERPOLATE BETWEEN AHRkYS ON CYLINDRICAL PLANE TO GRID 
POIlJT 







JETS 560  




JETS 610  
JETS 620 
JETS 630 
JETS 6 r 0  




















90 PS(K)=P(JvNM) JETS 850 
I F  (K*EQ*K2)  GO ‘ lo 100 JETS 860 
JETS 870 




TtiL CYLIWHICAL PLANL RASED UPON ANGULAR VALUES JETS 930 
JETS 940 
C A L L  POLATE ( Y ( L ) , A N ~ r O i B A ( 2 ) , B A ( 3 1 r U A ( 4 ) , A N G , l )  JETS 950 
JETS 960 
55 15 L t k G T H  OF FROM PLANE L TO bOUNDARY PND PP(1 )  I5 ROUNDpRydETS 970 
VALUt oh HAY K 1  JETS 980 
JETS 990 
JETS1 000 SS = ANS/SIN(AMG)-H(L) 
C A L L  POLATE ( P S ~ P P ( ~ ) , O I B A ( ~ ) , B A ( ~ ) , ~ A ( U ) ~ A N G , ~ )  JETS1010 
P P ( ~ )  = t ) ( L , ~ l )  JETS1020 
C A L L  POLATE ( P P I P P ( ~ ) , ~ , S S , O . O , O . O , S - R ( L ) , ~ )  JETS1030 
JETS1040 
K 2  HAY IS CLOSE TO ROUNDARY JETS1050 
JETS1060 
100 ANG z FLOAT(K2-2)*DO JETS1070 
C A L L  POLATE ( Y ( L - t ) r A N S r O , B A ( 1 ) , ~ A ( 2 ) , R A ( 3 ) , A N G , l )  JETS1080 
5s = ANS/SIN(ANG) JETS1090 
I F  (55.LT.S) GO T O  110 JETS1 100 
A M  = F L O A T  ( K 1 - 2  +OO 
INTti<POLATE DISTIhNCE HETWEEN F30UiJDARY OF JET r\ND AXIS OF JET AT JETS 920 
1 
64 









JETS 1200  
JETS 12 10 
JETS1220 








JETS1 31 0 
JETS1320 


















P O L A  10 
P O L A  20 
P O L A  30 
66 
FIW-JET SNTERACTION PROGRAM 
Input Cards Format 
FORTRAN L i s t i n g  
. 
;StjFTC M A I N  L I S T  
C 
C 




SJET 1 0  






SJET 1 9 0  
HEAu I N I T I A L  Co”JIT1ONS OR D A T A  PARAVETERS FOR CONTINUATION RUPi SJET 200 
5JET 2 1 0  
SJET 220 
~ , A S ~ , F A C T O H , R D J ~ C ~ , C L , C C , A L F I T T ~ T S , D ~ R N T , C ~ , C X R , O L ~ , C L ~  SJET 240  
1 0  F O H h A T  ( i 3 1 1 0 / ( 8 F l O * S ) )  SJET 250 
SJET 260 
A O l V  UIV lOES INTO L A M 1  UNTIL  INTLRACTION STARTS SJET 270 
5JET 280 
A D l v  = IUIV SJET 290 
I F  (1UIV.tO.O) A u I V  = 1.0 SJET 300 
LMAX = L M A X t 1  SJET 310 
5JET 3 2 0  
A X 1 5  OF CENTER JLT T u  ACTUAL INTERnCTION PLANE CREATES A TEMPOHfiHYSJET 330 
FINCH YESti 5JET 349 
I J K  = 0 ,  A SIMULATED MESH CHANGE DOE5 NOT OCCIJR SJET 350 
I J K  = 1 ~  uY/2 CREkTES A TEMPOHAHY F I N E  W S H  S I Z E  5JET 360 
I J K  = 2, A SIFILJLJ~TED MESH CHANGE DOES NOT OCCIJR 5JET 370 
I J K  ~ 3 ,  HELOCATION OF NALL R Y  DOUBLING THE NO, OF INTEkVALS FROY SJET 3 8 0  
SJET 390 
I J K  = 0 SJET 4 0 0  
I F  (L+MO+o.LE.RO) I J K  = 2 SJET 410 
5JET 420  I F  (JUFtP1.GT.LMIfJ) I J K = I J K + 1  
5JET 430 M I  = 1.0 
IF ( IJK.t(J.3) MO = 2*M0 5JET 440 
HDJ = HDd/CN SJET 450 
SJET 460 H H  = C;OJ 
5JET 470 DY = HDJ/F L O A T  ( M U  1 
L Y Y  = LJY SJET 480 
1F ( IJK.EG.1) O Y  = DY/2 .0  5JET 490 
COI\cST = (DL1+1.O)/2.~*(CL1-O.5)/u.5+(DL1-1.0)/2.0 SJET 500 
5JET 510 I T t h r  = 1 
SJET 520 
MU HtPHESENTS INIERACTION WALL MIDWAY BETWEEN M = 5  AND M=M2 5JET 530 
5JkT 540  
5JkT 55n 
H€Au (5,101 L M I ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ O ~ I J L ~ I F L 6 ~ I ~ I ~ ~ ~ U ~ P ~ J U ~ P l ~ L A M O ~ G A M ~ ~ S O ~ A S l 5 J E T  230 

















MC IS AUXILIARY GRID L I N E  TO RIGHT OF 3-D REGION 
MC z IVlUti  
MA I s  AUxILIAf iY URID L I N E  T O  LEFT OF 3-0 REGION 





SJET 6 0 0  










5JET 7 1 0  
5JET 720 
sJET 730 
SJET 7 4 0  
hbP 15 AUXILIARY G R I D  L I N E  AbOVE NB I T  I S  F I L L E D  I N  WITH JET VALUE5JET 750 
5JET 760 
htjP = tuN 5JET 770 
ANI3 = 0.0 SJET 7 8 0  
I C I J T  = 0 SJET 7 9 0  
5JET 810 
PHY = e7653982 SJET 800  
SJET 820 
I F  CUtJTIf\rUATIOtJ kUN I S  MADE, INFORMATION FROM PREVIOUS RUN IS sJET 830 
C ODTAI IJ titiHE 5JET 8 4 0  
C 5 J E f  850 
C PHIIJ I  T I T L E  PAGE 
C wHI1 fi HEADER APJD INPUT CONDI TION5 
C 
C A L L  WHITES (1) 
MA3D = M A - 1  
G A M 1  = G A M / ( G A M - i . O )  
G A M 2  = 
H = .5*Ghlv12 
( GAM+ 1 0 1 1 ( GAM- 1 0 1 




C JLT TAPE IS READ BELOW 
C 
C 
bo LU I=1,19 
X X ( 1 )  = 0.0 








5 J t T  980 
SJET 9 9 0  
SJET 1000 
SJET10 1 0  
5JETlO20 




























OETtK>.;IrIE ACTUAL STAI-ITING DISTANCE F R O M  NOZZLE E X I T  
C A L C U L A T L  INITIAL L A M 1  
5 JET 1 6 6 0  
5JtIT1670 
5JET1680 
5 JET 1690 
5JET1700 
SJET 1710 
5 JET 1 7 2 0  
5JET1730 
5 JET 1 7 4  0 





5JET 1 8 0  0 
5 JET 181 0 
5 JET 1820 
5 JET 1 6 3 0  
5 J L T l 8 4  0 
5JET1850 
5JET1860 





5 JET 1 9 2 ~  
5JET1930 
5 JET 1940 
SJETlg50 
5JLT 1 9 6 0  
5 JET 1 9 7  n 
5JET1980 
5 JET 1 9 9 0  
SJET2000 










5 JET2 11 0 
5 JET21 20  
5 JET2 1 3 0  
5JET2 14 0 
5JET2150 
5JET2160 



































































































5JET30 1 0  
5JET3020 
5JET3030 









5 JET3 1 3 0  
5JET3 140 
5 JET3 150 
5 JET3 1 6 0  
SJET3170 
THE PLANE V3DvW3D5JET3180 
5JET.3190 
5 JET320 0 




































@ :  
k 1 ( 2 )  = ~ 2 4 ( M v N )  5JET3310 
Wl(3 )  = w l 3 ( N r M )  5JET3320 
rUl(4) = ~ 2 4 ( N v q )  5JET3330 
I F  ( J J o N ~ o 1 o O R o ~ P L A N ~ o E Q . 1 )  GO TO 250 5 JET334 0 
CALL PROP (WLrW2eRWVPv5) 5JET3350 
5JET3360 
C 1  I S  TOLERANCE W P L I N G  T O  MA ExPArqSION 5JET3370 
5JET338Q 
c = c1 5JET3390 
5JET3400 
C i i  ib TOLERANCE APPLING TO MaC EAPANSION 5JET34 10  
5JET3420 
I F  (I~,EQ.MBC) c = c2 5JET3430 
5JET.3440 
I F  ANY OF THE FOLLOWING FOUR TLST TRANSFERS TO 230 THE 3-0 RLGIQN 5JET3450 
bILL tXPAI\;D 5JkT3460 
5 JET 34 7 o 
I F  ( ~ ~ S ( W B - S Q H T ( K W V P ( ~ ) * * ~ + R K V P ( ~ ) * * ~ ) ) . G T . C * Q B )  GO TO 2 3 0  5JET3480 
I F  ( A U S ( U ~ ~ - W ~ ( ~ ) ) O G T . C * U ~ D )  GO TO 2 3 0  5 JET 3490 
I F  ( A ~ S ( ~ ~ J U - R W V P ( ~ ) ) , G T ~ C * R J ~ )  GO TO 230 5JET3500 
I F  ( ~ ~ S ( P J B - R d V P ( 4 ) ) o G T o C * P J ~ )  GO TO 230 5JET3510 
60 Tu 2c iU  5JET3520 
~ 3 0  I F  (MmEUoMA) K 1  1 5JET3530 
i F  (~Y.EQ.WUC) K 2  = 1 5 JET3540 
I F  ( h l . E W o l o A I ~ D * i v l A * E W o F I A X )  GO TO 1 4 0  5JET3550 
I F  ( K l . E 0 o l o A I J D 0 K 2 * E ( r l o l )  GO TO l % O  5JET3560 
2 4 0  I F  ( I ~ ~ ~ Q . M A X ~ A N D ~ N ~ E ~ ~ N P U . A N D , ~ K ~ . E Q . ~ . O R ~ K ~ ~ F Q ~ ~ ~ ~  GO T  140 5JLT3570 
I F  ( ~ ~ o E Q o M A 0 3 o A N ~ * K 2 o E Q o l )  GO T O  14ti 5JLT3580 
GO Tu 26d 5JET3590 
5JET3600 
5 JfrT36 10  
k TKLANGULAR STOhAGE MATRIX STORtS HALF THE W PROPERTILS IN THE 5JET.3620 
L O W E ~  R I G t i T  HAND TRIANGLE AND THE OTHFR HALF OF W*s I N  THE UPPER 5JET3630 
LEF T t 1 A W  PART OF THL M A T R I X  5JET3640 
5JET3650 
5JET3660 
150 W13(,virIJ) = RJM*U3D 5JLT3670 
N ~ ~ ( > ] P N )  = RJB*U30**2+PJD 5JET3680 
f l l 3 ( i \ J r M )  = RJCI*UJD*V30 5JET3690 
b24 ( l k J r f v l )  = RJb*U3U*WSD 5JkT3700 
5JET3710 
C L A S ~ L F Y  LACH JET GRlD POINT 5JET3720 
ILJE = l r  PRINT J FOR AUXILIARY J t T  POINT 5JET3730 
LESb THAFJ REFEliEiJCE tNTROPY 5JET3750 
5JET3760 
I C I J T  = I C t J T  +i  5JET.3770 
I F  ( ICNToGTo300) C A L L  OUMP 5JET3780 
N J E ( 1 r I C i J T )  = N 5 JET3790 
I J J L ( L , I C I U T )  = M 5 JE T380 0 
NJt l (3r ICiuT)  = 1 5JET3810 
NJE = 2, PRINT E FOR JET PROPERTIES ulJE TO 3-13 ENTROPY VALUE UEING5JET3740 
IF (JJJ.tQ.2) rdJ t (3 t ICNT)  = L 5JET3820 
d b u  C O l i T I i d U E  5JET3630 
5JET3840 
J J J = l r  F O h  AUXILlARY JET POII"\ITS 5 JET3850 
. .  
J j j=2 ,  FOR EMTROPY d,T PGiNTS WET3860 
JJJ=3,4, AND 5 FOR AUXILIARY F I L L  I N  JET POINTS WHEN MESH CHANGES 5JET3870 
SIZES 5 JET3880 
C 5 JET3890 








K 1  = 1 5 JET3990 
K 2  = 1 5JET4000 
I F  (rq8P.EO.NB) NBP = NB+2 5 JET4 0 1 0  
I F  (JIEQ.l) GO 150 5JET4020 
I F  ( N U . E Q . 2 )  fJB = 3 5JET4030 
I F  (MBC.GE.NBP+~) GO TO 280 5 JET+ 04 0 
C 5JET4050 
C I F  IS LAHGER THAN M-3rADDITIONHL AUXILIARY JET GRID LINES MUST 5JET4060 










M A A  = MA 
J = 2  
crJ = 2 
MA = MBC+l 
M ~ J C  2 N R P + ~  
GO T i l  160  
280 MA = M A A  
C A L C U L A T L  SHOCK POINTS 
COMPuHE TtiE El;rTROPY A T  EACH 3-0 MESH POINT WITH THE REFERENCE 




































* *  
c 
I F  (UQM(4)aGTaENTH) GO TO 320 



























































. .  
350 IN24(NtM) = W 2 4 ( 2 * N - 2 ~ K )  SJETUo60 
I F  ( M O D ( J J J P ~ ) * N E * O I  MA = MA-1  5 JET4970 
DY = 2 * O * O Y  5 JET4980 
DYY = DY 5JE T r 9 9 0  
MM = MA 5 JET50 0 0 
MMM = MM 5JET5010 
5JET5020 fviT = MM 
5JET5030 C 
C F-ILL I N  AUXILIARY JET G R I D  LINES I F  NEEOED 5JET5040 
C SJET5050 
5JET5060 
N J  = T&P-2 5JET5070 
I F  (NJaEQaO) I J J  = I 5JET5080 
M A X  = MBC 5JET5090 
60 T O  1 6 0  5JET5100 
360 MM = I*iM+1 SJETS110 
I F  (MT.GtaMB) I F  (JJJ-4)  370t390t370 5 JET5120 
MT = MM 5JET5130 
GO T O  160 5JET5140 
370 FiM = MMM 5JET5150 
lib4 = 2 5 JET5 16 0 
JJJ = 3 5JET5170 
60 T O  l h d  5JET51BO 
580 NN = IJN+l  SJET5190 
NJ = NBP-2 5JET5200 
5JETS210 
60 T O  160 5JET5220 
390 C O N 1  IIdUE 5JET5230 
I F  ( I J K a N E a 3 )  Go TO 410 5JET 5240 
5JET5250 
SHIFT SIMULATED POSITION OF INTEKACTION WALL T o  ACTUAL LOCATION OF5JETS260 
C IN ALL 5JET5270 
C 5 JE T5280 
I J K  = u  5JET5290 
M O  = M O / L  SJET5300 
DO 4 o u  rG2,NUP 5JET5310 
bo 4 0 ~  I=MAvMBC 5JET5320 
M = 1-MO SJET5330 
hIS(Mtr4) = W13( I r N )  5JET534 0 
W V ~ ~ ( M ~ N )  = W24( IvN)  5JET5350 
W 1 3 ( l \ t M )  = W13(N, 1 )  5JET5360 
r O O  &24(1.4rM) = W 2 4 ( N t I )  5J tT5370 
KA = MA-140 5JET5380 
5 J€T5390 PIE: = r4fj-P?u 
MBC = MRC-MO 5 JET 5400 
MbD = M P C - 1  5JET5410 
MC = MC-MO 5JtiT5420 
e 
I F  (JJJaEQa2) GO TO 5 9 0  
IF (NNaGTaNBP) Go TO 390 
.c C 
r412 = z*F’10-5 5JET5430 
410 MA3D = M A t 1  5 JET544 o 
1N = 1 5JET5450 
111 = 0 5JET5460 
IF ( 1 J K a N t a 3 )  GO T O  420 5JET5470 
I N  = 2 5JET5480 
NI = M O / L  5JET5490 
420 I F  ( I ~ ~ ~ P ~ L T ~ I N * ( M A ~ N I - ~ ) ~ O R ~ M C . N E ~ M ~ + ~ )  GO T O  450 5JkT5500 
78 














J K L  = JKL+ l  
I F  (LPLANE.LT.JUMP~) GO TO ( 3 4 0 , 4 3 0 ) ~  JKL 
~ H E ~ J  NBP H I T S  DIAGONAL 3-D REGION EXPANDS FROM MC TO MBC 
I F  NtjP HAS NOT REACH~D DIAGONAL MB-lr I T  I S  REFLECTED INTO MC 
HEFLLCTIUtu POINTS ARE F ILLED I N  































5 JET 580 0 
5JET5810 
79 














KEEP L I N E  COUNT FOR HEADING A T  TUP OF EACH PAGE 
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000 COFV * IFJUE 
6 1 0  I C N ’  = 0 
C 5JET6670 
C SOL’E FOH X OISPLACEMENT FROM NOZZLE E X I T  FOR NEXT PLAlvE 5JET6680 
C 5JET6690 
5JET6700 RR = HHtLAMl tDY 
LPLA I C  = L P L A N E t l  5JET6710 
C 5JET6720 
C COMP1:ATXON TERMINATES I F  R A D I U S  OF JET F R O M  AXIS TO BOUNDARY I S  5JET6730 
UECHE SING 5 JET6740 C 
C 5JET6750 
CALL . U T W  (RXvHR~Y,YYOD) 5JET6760 
I F  ( y  3D.GEoYOD) GO T O  630  SJET6770 
WHITt 6rb20) 5JET6780 
b2b FORMAT (5(/) ,44X,46HHADIUS OF JET IS DECREASING, COMPUTATION STOPS5JET6790 




C COClPulE F AND G FUNCTIONS OF w TAKING ONE GRID L I N E  A T  A TIME 5JET684@ 
C k H I L E  t i ~ l ~ [ J I N G  N CONSTANT 5JET6850 
C 5JET6860 
C 5JET6870 
630 00 740 h = 2 r N O  5JET6880 
I F  ( i d . G T t A - 1 )  GO TO 070 5JET6900 
00 0 7 0  PZMAtMC 5JET6890 










b ( 1 )  = W13(MtN)  5JET6920 
W ( L )  = ~ , r . i (w~)  5JET6930 
b ( 3 )  = ~ ! 1 3 ( N v Y )  5JET6qYO 
R ( 4 )  = H L w w w l )  5JET6950 
5JET6960 
ThIHb SIJUICRIPT OF F AND G POSIT~ONS G R I D  POINT I N  Z DIRECTION 5JET6970 
5JET6980 
5JET6990 
IF ~uLSC~I IPT = 2 t  N 5 JET700 0 
5JET7010 
C A L L  L’ROP ( ~ , F ( l r M 1 2 ) , G ( l r M , L ) , 1 )  5JET7020 
#(I) = ~ 1 3 ( M “ , + 1 )  5JET7030 
r k ( ; ? :  = w z 4 ( v v r + i )  5JET7040 
& ( J )  = *13(N- l ,M)  5JET7050 
h1(4) z i ~ l 4 ( N - l r M )  5JET7060 
5JET7070 
1F SUtjSCHIPT = 3, N-1 5JET7080 
5JET7090 
CALL  PROP ( ~ 1 F ( l , M , 3 ) r G ( l r M 1 3 ) , 1 )  5JET7100 
WJ l u  66C 5JET7110 
SJET7120 
h t i ~ h  r.1 Ir :REASED BY ONE F ANL, G SUBSCRIPTS 1 ANR 2 INCREASE BY ONE5JET7130 
SJET7140 
0 L O  b5U I =  .,2 5JET7150 
81 
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. *  
I F  (M,EQaMBaAND*LPLANEaLE.JUMP) GO TO 7 0 0  5JET7710 .- 




















W24(MtN) = W24(M01tN-1) 5 JET8320 
W 1 3 ( F J t M )  = W 1 3 ( N - l t M - l )  5JET8330 
5JET8340 




MA = M A t 2  5JET8390 
I F  (MUC.NE.MB) M W  = MUC-2 5 JET d4 00 
IF (LPLANE.LT.LMAX) UO TO 760 5JET8410 
C 5JET8420 
C 5JETO430 





C k R I T t  OUT LAST PAGE SJET6500 
C 5JETB510 
CALL dRITES (2 )  5JET8520 
STOP 5JETA530 
5JET8540 
I F  1\10 MOHE JET INFORMATION I S  NEtDED GO AND FILL I N  AUXILIARY JET 5JETb550 
YHOPERT1L.S 5JET6560 
W24( IJ ,M)  = W24(N- l *M-1)  
U J R I T k ( 3 )  L A M O t L A ~ ~ l ~ G A M t M O , R R , N B , N B P , M A , E N T H , W 1 3 t W 2 4 t L P L A N E t M ~ C t ~ C ~ 5 J ~ T 8 ~ 7 O  
L 
760  I F  (HR.LT.RX(L) )  GO T O  120 
L 
C MOHE JET INFORMATION I S  NEEDED IIJ ORDER TO CONTINUE 
C 











. .  
50 FORMAT (32Xt74HHALF T H E  SEPARATION DISTANCE O F  THE AXIS OF THE T w O N R I T  5 6 0  * NEAREST JETS 15 RDL = tF?*3 /1Qe~ ,7 (?H- ) / )  h R I T  570 
k R I T E  ( 6 ~ 6 0 )  CN h R I T  580 
6 0  FORMAT (31X163HTHE RADIUS OF THE I N I T I A L  DATA L I N E  FOR THE SINGLE W R I T  590 
WHITE ( 6 ~ 7 0 )  C X R  WRIT  6 1 0  
7 0  FORMAT (21Xt84HTHE DISTANCE BETWtEN NOZZLE E X I T  AND ORIGIN OF THE k R I T  620 
*POLAR COORDINATE SYSTEM IS C A R  = ,F6*3 /105X,6(1H-) / )  k R I T  6 3 0  
WRITE ( 6 ~ 8 0 )  M I  W R I T  640 
60 FOKMAT (18Xr94HTt iE NUMBER O F  GRIU INTERVALS BETWEEN THE A X I S  OF CENRIT 6 5 0  
*NTER JET AND THE INTtRACTION PLANE IS MO = eI3/112Xt3H--- / )  W R I T  661) 
hRITE ( 6 r 9 0 )  LAM0 W R I T  6 7 0  
90 FORMAT (37Xe52HRATIO OF GRID CKObS PLANE STEP SIZES UZ/DY IS L A Y O = h R I T  680 
* , F6.5/89X ~6 ( 1H') 1) W R I T  6 9 0  
LL = LMAX-LMIN b R I T  700 
L M A X l  = L M A X - 1  W R I T  710 
h R I T L  ( 6 t 1 0 0 )  LL,LMIN,LMAXl WRIT  720 
1 0 0  FORMAT (29Xt22HTHIS HUN WILL COMPUTE t I 4 r 2 6 H  CROSS PLANES FROM L M I c R I T  730 
I F  (oPRNT*EQeOeO) WRITE (6,110) W R I T  7 5 0  
1 1 0  FORMjdT (42Xv48HPHINTING OCCURS FUR EVERY CALCULATED CROSS PLANE//)WRIT 760 
1F (bPRNT*NE*O*O) WHITE (6 ,120)  GPRNT b R I T  770 
1 2 0  FGHpiAT (37X,26Hf"INT IPJTERVAL IS DPRNT = rF7.4~25t .1  NOZZLE R A D I I  DOWRIT 780 
*klu STtlEAM/63X t 7  ( 114') / )  W R I T  790 
WkIIk ( 6 1 1 3 0 )  JUlWl  WRIT 8 0 0  
130 FORlriAT ( 2 8 X v 5 2 H T t ~ I c E  AS MANY G R I d  INTERVALS ARE USED FOR THE FIRSTWRIT 810 * p I 2 r 2 1 t i  CROSS PLANES (JUMP1)/80X,2H--/) W R I T  8 2 0  
WRITL (6 ,140)  I F L G  W R I T  830 
* l H - / )  h R I T  a50 
W R I T L  (6 ,150)  ALF k R I T  860 
1 5 0  FOHMAT (44Xt39HThE FACTOR ALF FOH THE I N I T I A L  STEP 15 ~ F 8 . 4 / 8 3 X t 8 ( k i R I T  870 
* l H - ) / )  WRIT 080 
WRITE. ( 6 1 1 6 0 )  I D i V  k R I T  8 9 0  
161) FORCIAT ( j6X,24t iDX IS DIVIDED HY I D I V  = t I 2 ~ 3 3 H  1JNTIL I r r I T I A L  INTERWRIT 900 
*ACTI [OIq OCCURS/60At2H--/) WRIT 910 
WHITL ( 6 ~ 1 7 0 )  JUMP WRIT 920 
170 FORMAT (30Xt17HTHERE ARE JUMP = , I @ v S l H  PLANES CALCULATED WITH LATWRIT 930 
*@ 
* J E T  1s CN = t F 6 * 3 / 9 4 X t 6 ( 1 H - ) / )  h R I T  6 0 0  
*lU = r i4rbt - i  THRU e8H LMAX = ,14/51X,4W'0--,26X,4H9=0-,14Xt4H0-00/) WRIT 740 
1 4 0  FORMAT (46Xt l6HTI iERE ARE IFLG =,I2,23H SHOCK POINTS I N I T I A L L Y / 6 3 X t W R I T  840 
0 
*ERALLI  UNCENTEREL SCHEME/47Xt4H----/) W R I T  940 
hRlIk ( b t l B 0 )  TTpTS k R I T  9 5 0  
180 FORMAT ( ~ ~ X P ~ ~ H V A L U E S  OF THE UNCENTEKED DISTANCES FOH THE SCHEME AWRIT 960 
+ T  THE INTLRACTIOW PLANE ARE T T  z , F 7 * 4 r l O H  AN0 TS = r F 7 , 4 / 9 6 X * 7 ( 1 h R I T  9 7 0  
* H - ) v 1 ~ X t 7 ( 1 H - ) / I  k R I T  9 8 0  
wHITc ( G ~ 1 9 0 )  cc WRIT 990 
1 9 0  F O d i l v i ~ T  ( ~ ~ X P ~ ~ H T O L E R A N C E  ON THE VALUE OF ENTROPY I S  C C  = ,F9.4/83XWRIT1000 
* t 9 ( 1 }I-) / WRIT1010 
L H I T E  (6~200) C l r C 2  wRIT1020 
200 FORMAT (11Xr71HTOLERANCES THAT CONTROL THE LATERAL SPREADING OF 3-WRIT1030 
*b HkGION ARE - C l  = t F 5 . 3 ~ 1 9 H  TO THE RIGHT C 2  = F 5 * 3 / 8 2 X v S ( l H - ) r l  WRIT1040 
* 9 X #  5 (  lH-)/) WRIT1050 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 1 0 )  FACTOR WRITlobO 
2 1 0  FORMAT (55X152tiCONsTkNT MCJLTIPLItR FACTOR TO  LAM^ TERM I S  FACTOR =WRIT1070 
WR I T 1  080 
h R I T t  ( 6 , 2 2 0 )  ASu,ASlrAS2 WRIT1090 
* rF7.4 /87Xt  7 (1W) 1) 
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PROP 6 0  
PROP 7 0  
PROP 80 































PROP 400  
PROP 410  
PROP 420 
PROP 430 
. *  
%!BFfC JETS L I S T  JET 1 6  
SUBROUTINE JET (c,RUVP,RHO,DH,MAXl,Y,RX,RR,X) JET 20 
* r Y ( 3 ) r W 3 ( 2 ) r W 4 ( 3 )  JET 40 
C X ( 1 )  L I E S  TO LEFT OF CROSS PLANE JET 50 
C X ( 2 )  L I E S  DOWN STREAM O F  CROSS PLANE JET 60 
X ( 1 )  = R X ( 3 )  JET 70 
X ( 2 )  = R X ( 2 )  JET 00 
x ( 3 )  = R X ( 3 )  JET 90 
C I = 1  CALCULATE JET VALUES CLOSE TO BOUNDARY OF JET JET 1 0 0  
C 1=2 CALCULATE INTERIOR JET VALUES JET 1 1 0  
GO T O  (20,lO)t 1 JET 120 
C STEP 51ZES CAN BE DIFFERENT FOR kNy TWO JET PLANES JET 1 3 0  
1 0  K 1  = HHO/OH(3)+2*0 JET 1 4 0  
IF (K l .GT.MAXl(3))  K 1  = M A X l ( 3 )  JET 150 
K2 = H t i O / ~ H ( 2 ) + 2 * 0  JET 1bO 
I F  (KZoGToMAXl (2 ) )  K2  = M A X l ( 2 )  JET 1 7 0  
I F  ( F L O A T ( K l - l ) * D R ( 3 ) . E Q . F L O A T ( k 2 ) * D R ( 2 ) )  K 1  = K 1 - 1  JET 180 
GO T O  36 JET 1 9 0  
2 0  K 1  = i . I A X l ( 3 )  JET 200  
W2(1,2) = 0.0 JET 220 
30 UO 40 J=1,3 JET 2 3 0  
C k H t t < E  I S  W VALULS OF JET CROSS PLANL JET 2 4 0  
C J 1s THE w i  PROPERTY JET 250 
C ~1 IS THE w POSITION JET 2 6 0  
C 1 OH 2 I 5  THE W CHOS5 PLANE COHRESPONDIhG TO X JET 2 7 0  
wl(l) = d ( J v K l 9 2 )  JET 280 
~ l ( 2 )  = v d ( J t K 2 r l )  JET 290  
IF ( ~ 2 ( l t 2 ) 0 E Q * O * O )  GO TO 90 JET 310  
I F  (I.EQ.1) GO T O  50 JET 320 
C vu3 GIVES DISTANCE FROM AXIS TO IlrTEGER OISTANCE RELOrr RH0 JET 340  
k 3 ( 1 )  = FLOAT(K1-2)*UR(3)  J€T  350  
I F  (Kl.GE.MAXL(3)) irv3(1) = Y ( 3 )  JET 360  
K 1  = K 1 + 1  JET 370 
w 3 ( ~ )  = FLOAT(K2-2)*OR(2)  JET 380 
I F  (KL .Gt .MAXl (2 ) )  W S ( 2 )  = Y ( 2 )  JET 390  
K2  = K 2 + 1  JET 400 
JET 410  I F  ( IJK(~) .NE.DR(J) )  K 1  = K 1 + 1  
I F  ( K 2 . G r 0 M A X 1 ( 2 ) )  k2  = M A X l ( 2 )  JET 420 
GO T O  30 JET 440 
5 u 1 = 2  JET 450 
C k l  SAME AS W3 EXCEPT OISTANCE IS ABOVE HHO JET 460  
\Nl(l) = U R ( 3 ) * F L O A T ( K l - 2 )  JET 470 
I F  ( K l o E O o M A X l ( 3 ) )  k l ( 1 )  = Y ( 3 )  JET 480 
k1(2) = DR(2)*FLOAT(K2-2)  JET 490 
IF ( ~ L . E W . M A X ~ ( ~ ) )  WA(2) = Y ( 2 )  JET 500 
C A L L  INTHP ( X ~ R R P \ N ~ , H H )  JET 510  
IF ( & 3 ( 1 ) . N E . d 3 ( 2 ) )  CALL INTHP ( h t R R , W 3 , W 3 ( 1 ) )  JET 520 
C X ( 2 )  IS Y DISTANCE O N  3-0 PLANE ABOVE RHO JET 530 
C ~ ( 3 )  I S  Y DISTf4NCE BLLOW RHO JET 540 
X ( 2 )  = k.5(1) JET 550 
DIMENSION W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ H U V P ~ ~ ~ ~ D R ( ~ ~ , ~ A X ~ ( ~ ~ , X ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J E T  30  0 
K 2 =  k A X l ( 2 )  JET 2 1 0  
40 C A L L  INTHP ( X V R R P N ~ P , ~ ~ ( J P I ) )  JET 3 0 0  
I = 1  JET 330 
I F  (K1.GT.MAXL(3)) K 1  = M A X l ( 3 )  JET 43n  
89 
0 
. -  





J E T  6 1 0  
JET 6 2 0  
JET 6 3 0  
JET 6 4 0  
JET 6 5 0  








INTP 40  
INTP 50 




INTP 1 0 0  











































. .  
BIBMAP F I L L 1  
JET TAPE INPUT 
*UNOlr PZE UNIT01 
UNIT01 F I L E  
ENTHY oUNOio 
rB( l )~READY,BIN ,BLK=256 , INOUTIHOLU,HIGH 
.* 
EIW 
SIBMAP  FILE^ 
* CONTINUATION RUrJ INPUT 
.uiu020 PZE UNIT02 
UNIT02 F I L E  , 8 ( 2 ) , R E A D Y , ~ I N , R L K = 2 5 6 r I N O U T , H O L ~ ~ H I G H  
SIBMAP FILE3 
* CONTINUATION RUN OUTPUT 
oUh03o P Z t  UNIT03 
UNIT03 F I L E  ~ ~ ( ~ ) ~ R ~ A D Y I B I N , B L K = ~ ~ ~ , I N O U T , H O L D , H T G H  
ENTHY ,UNO20 
E NU 
EN r i i Y  UNO3 
END 
APPENDM c 
TWO-JTT INTERACTION PROGRAM 
Input Cards Format 
FORTRAN L i s t i n g  
94 
95 




































2 - &T PROGRAM 2JET 60  
2JET 70 
2JET 80  
2JET 90 
2JET 1 0 0  
COMMON /INPROP/ GAMtGAMl,GAML,M,N 2JET 1 1 0  
DIMtNSIOiJ C ( 4 , S 6 , S 6 ) , W 3 D ( 3 , 8 0 , 2 ) , H X ( 3 ) , O R ( 3 ) , M A X 1 ( 3 ) , X X ( 2 O ) , Y Y ( 3 )  2JET 1 2 0  
* , F ( 4 , 5 6 , 3 ) , G ( 4 , 5 6 r 3 ) , W 1 ( 4 ) , W 2 ( 4 ) , W 3 ( 4 ) , W 4 ( 4 ) , F l ( 4 ) , F 2 ( 4 ) , G l ( 4 ) , G 2 ( 2 J E T  1 3 0  
* 4 ) r U Q M ( 4 ) , R W V P ( 4 ) , R U ~ P ( 4 ) , Y ( 3 ) , W 5 ( 4 )  2JET 1 4 0  
R f L A L  L A M O t L A M l t L A M 2  2JET 1 5 0  
2JET 1 6 0  
READ I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS OR DATA PARAMETERS FOR CONTINUATION RUN 2JET 1 7 0  
2JET 180 
HEAO ( 5 0 1 0 )  L M I N ~ L M A X ~ M O t I J L v I F L G ~ I D I V , J U M P ~ J \ j M P l r L A M O t G A M ,  2JET 1 9 0  
2JET 2 0 0  
1 0  FORMAT ( 8 1 1 0 / ( 8 F l O e 5 ) )  2JET 210 
RDJ = HDJ/CN 2JET 2 2 0  
ADIV o I V I D E S  INTO L A M 1  UNTIL  INTERACTION STARTS 2JET 230 
2JET 240 
ADIv  = I O I V  2JET 2 5 0  
I F  ( IDIVeEQeO) ALJ IV  = l e 0  2JET 2 6 0  
L M A X  = L M A X + 1  2JET 2 7 0  
KR = HDJ 2JET 2 8 0  
DY = HDJ/FLOAT(MO) 2 J t T  2 9 0  
UYY = DY 2JET 300 
I F  (JUMPleGTeLMIfv) DY = DYl2.0 2JET 310 
2JET 320 
ONE JET'S CENTER I S  AT M = 5  2JET 330 
2JFi.T 340 
MB = M0+5 2JET 350 
2JET 360 
2JET 370 MC IS AUXILIARY GRID L I N E  TO RIGliT O F  3-0 REGION 
2JET 380 
MC = M e t 1  2J€T 390 
2J€T 400  
MA 15 AUXILIARY GRID L I N E  TO LEFT OF 3-D REGION 2JET 410 
2JET 420 
MA z MI3 2JET 430 
2JET 440  
NB I S  MAXIMUM 3-L, CALCULATED GHIO LI~E I N  2 OIRECTION 2JET 450 
2JET 460 
hB = 2 2JET 470 
2JLT 480 
NBP I s  AUXILIAHY GRJU L I N E  AbOVE NR I T  IS F I L L E D  I N  W I T H  JET VALUE2JET 490 
2JET 500  
lvBP IS NH 2JET 510 
ANU = O e O  2JET 520 
2JET 530 
I F  CoNTIhUATION HUN IS MADE, INFORMATIOh F R O M  PREVIOUS RUN IS 2JET 540 
OBTAIN HERE 2JET 550 
lASO,ASl,AS2,FACTOR,RUJ,C,CC,ALF,TT,TSrDPRNT,CN,CXR,DL,~L 
4 







WRITE (6~90) MO 2 J€T 1 11 0 
90 FORMAT (18X,94HTIiE NUMBER OF GRID INTERVALS BETWEEN THE AXIS OF CE2JET1120 
*NTEH JET AND THE INTERACTION PLANE I S  MO = t I3 /112Xv3H-- - / )  2JET1130 
WRITE (6,100) LAFi3 2JET1140 
1 0 0  FORMAT (37Xt52HRA$-30 OF GRID CROSS PLANE STEP SIZES DZ/DY I S  LAMO=2JET1150 
* , F 6 * 3 / 8 9 X t 6 ( 1 H - ) / )  2JET1160 
LL = LMAX-LMIN 2JET1170 
2 JET1 1 8 0  L M A X l  = L M A X - 1  
k R I T E  (6,110)  L L ~ L M I N P L M A x ~  2JET1190 
1 1 0  FORMAT (29Xe22HTHIS RUN WILL COMPUTE t I 4 ~ 2 6 H  CROSS PLANES FROM LM12JET120O 
*N = ,I4,6H THRU ,8H L M A X  = tI4/51X,4H----,26X,4H1--- ~ 1 4 X t 4 H - - - - / )  2JET1210 
I F  (UPRNT.EQ.O*O) WRlTE (6,120) 2JET1220 
120 FORMAT (42Xt48HPHINTiNG OCCURS FOR EVERY CALCULATED CROSS PLANE//)2JET1230 
I F  (UPRNToNEoOaO) WRiTE (6,130) GPRNT 2 JET 1 2 4 0  
1 3 0  FORMAT (37Xp26HPKINT INTERVAL IS DPRNT = ~ F 7 . 4 ~ 2 5 H  NOZZLE R A D I I  D02JET12SO 
*WN STREAM/63Xt7(1H-)/)  2JET1260 
2JET1270 
1 4 0  FORMAT (28X*52HT*ICE AS MANY G R I L  INTERVALS ARE USED FOR THE FIRST2JET1280 
* rI2r21H CROSS PLANES (JUMP1)/80X,2H--/) 2 JET1290 
WHITL (6 ,150)  I F L G  2JET1300 
150 FORMAT (46Xv16HTHERE ARE I F L b  = r I 2 , 2 3 H  SHOCK POINTS INITIALLY/63X,2JET1310 
*1H-/ 2JET1320 
W R I T L  (6 ,160)  ALF 2JET1330 
*lH-)/) 2JET1350 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 1 7 0 )  I D I V  2JET1360 
1 7 0  FORMAT (36Xe24HDX I S  DIVIDED BY I D I V  = r12e33ti UNTIL I N I T I A L  INTER2JET1370 
*ACTION OCCURS/60Xt2t---/) 2JET 1 3 8 0  
WRITE (6~180) JUMP 2JET1390 
160 FORMAT (30Xt17HTtiERf ARE JUMP = rI1),51H PLANES CALCULATED WITH LAT2JET1400 
2JET1410 
1 9 0  F O R M A T  ( l l X t 8 5 H V A L ' J  5 OF THE UlvCtNTEHED DISTAPJCES FOR THE SCHEME A2JET1430 
* T  T H t  INTERACTIOk l- Ah!! ARE T T  = vF7a4r lOH AND TS = rF7*4/96X,7(12JET1440 
*H-) ,10X,7(1H-) / )  2JET1450 
k R i T E  (6 ,200)  cc 2JET1460 
200 FORMAT (41X142tiTOL i lAI\ICE ON THE VALUE O F  ENTROPY I s  Cc = ,F9*4/83X2JET1470 
 RITE ( 6 ~ 2 1 0 )  C 2JET1490 
210 FOHMAT (29Xv68HTC Lr,j;iKES THAT CONTROL THE LATERAL SPREADING OF 3-2JET1500 
* O  KEGION I S  C = F S s , 3 / 9 7 X * 5 ( 1 H - ) / )  2JfLT1510 
WHITE (6,220)  FA' ,'C)F 2JET1520 
220 FORMAT (35Xt52HC N'..J-IANT MULTIPLIER FACTOR TO L A M 1  TERM I S  FACTOP ~ 2 J E T 1 5 3 0  * rF7*4 /87X,7(1H '  11 2 JET 1540 
'ARITE ( 6 ~ 2 3 0 )  A J ~ ~ * S l * A S 2  2 JET 1550 
230 FORMAT (33Xv30k Hk DAMPING FACTOtXS ARE AS0 = ,F7*3,7H AS1 = t F 7 a 3 r 2 J E T 1 5 6 0  
*7H AS2 = vF7.3 35X,3(6(1H-),BX)/)  2JET1570 
W R I T E  (6,240) JL 2JET1580 
* /6LX#2H-- / )  2JETl600 
v J R I T t  (6,140) JUMP1 
1 6 0  FORMAT (44Xv39HTHE FACTOR ALF FOR THE I N I T I A L  STEP I S  ~ F 8 . 4 / 8 3 X ~ 8 ( 2 J E T 1 3 4 0  
*EHALLY UNCENTERED Sf rlEb"E/47X14H----/) 
W R I T L  ( 6 ~ 1 9 0 )  TTeTS 2JET1420 
* I 9 ( l t i - ) /  1 2JET1480 
240 FORMAT ( 4 3 x 1 1 '  ATHE ELEMENTS IJL = r I 2 r 2 S H  OF W I S  USED FOR DAMPING2JETlS90 
WHITE (6,2503 D L t C L  2JET1610 
4 3 ~ 1 0 ~  ANO CL = , F 7 h ~ , / 7 8 X , 7 ( 1 H - ) r l O X 1 7 ( 1 H - ) / 1 H 1 )  2JET1630 
M A 3 D  = M A - l  2JET 1640 
G A M 1  = G A F * / ( G A M - l * U )  2JET1650 
2 5 0  F O H k A 7  ( 3 1 x 1  +7HTtIE A i<TIF ICIAL VISCOSITY COEFFICIENTS ARE DL = tF7.2JET1620 
. 
GAM2 = (GAM+l .O) / (GAM- l .O)  2 JET 1660 
H = . 5 * G A M 2  2JET1670 
XOIST = 0.0 2JET1680 
LPLAhL = LMIN 2JET1690 
C 2JET1700 
C 2JET1710 
C JET TAPE IS READ BELOW 2 JET1 720 
C 2JET1730 
C 2JET1740 
UO 260 I=1,19 2JET1750 
2 JET 1760 X X ( 1 )  = 0.0 
2 6 0  I F  (I.LT.3) Y Y ( I )  = 010 2JET1770 
GO TO 290  2JET1780 
270  R X ( 3 )  = R X ( 2 )  2 JET 1790  
Y ( 3 )  = Y ( 2 )  2 JET 1 0 
CH(3) = D R ( 2 )  2JET1810 
M A X l ( 3 )  = M A X l ( 2 )  2JET1820 
CiAXX = M U X l ( 3 )  2JLT ln3O 
UO 280 M z 2 o M A X X  2JkT1840  
LO 260 I = l v 3  2JET1850 
280  ~31) ( I ,M,2)  = h 3 D ( I p M , l )  2JET1860 
* )  2JET 1880 
I F  (RkeNE.ROJ) Go TO 330 2JET1890 
L& 3 U O  I=1,19 2JET1900 
J = 20-1 2JET lg10  
X X ( J t 1 )  = X X ( J )  2JET1920 
300 I F  (J.LT.3) Y Y ( J + l )  = Y Y ( J )  2JET1930 
X X ( 1 )  = kX(2)  2JETlg40 
Y Y ( 1 )  = Y(2 )  2JET1950 
C 2JET1960 
C I F  PLUME OF JET IS LLSS THAN INTLRACTION DISTANCE CONTINUE TO READ2JET1970 
C JET TAPE 2 J k T  1980 
C 2 JET 1990 
I F  (Y(2)eLE.RUJ) GO TO 290 2JET2000 
C A L L  SNTHP ( Y Y O R D J ~ X X P R H )  2JET2010 
C 2JET2020 
C RROJ IS DISTANCE F R O M  NOZZLE EXIT INTERACTION OCCURS i JET2030  
C 2 JET2040 
R R b J  = RR 2JET2050 
HXP = CN*RR-CXH 2JET2060 
k R I T E  (6 ,3101 RXP 2JET2070 
310  FORMAT (36Xv22WIhTERACTION WILL 0CCUKvF10.5~28H EXIT  R A D I I  FROM N02JET2080 




C CALCULATE SHOCK PROPERTIES BELOW 2JET2130 




F,M = W A X l ( 2 )  2JET2160 
k l ( 1 )  = N 3 D ( l t M M , l )  2JET2190 
w l ( 2 )  = d 3 0 ( 2 v M M t l )  2JET2200 
0 
290 READ (1) X D ~ R X ~ ~ ~ ~ D X , Y ~ ~ ~ ~ D R ~ ~ ~ , ~ I A X ~ ~ ~ ~ , ( ( W ~ D ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ J E T ~ ~ ~ O  
99 
Wl(3)  = W 3 D ( 3 t M M t 1 )  2 JET22 1 0  
k l ( 4 )  = 0.0 2 JET2220 
C A L L  PROP (WltUQM*RWvPtS) 2JET2230 
TNB = (RwVP(3) /UQM(1) ) * *2  2 JET224 0 
SNtJ = TNB/(l.+TNt3) 2JET2250 
P =(- (UQh(3)**2+2.) /UQM(3)**2=GAM*SNB)/3.  2JET2260 
* 1 *SNB 2JET2280 
R = (5N6-1o) /UOM(3)**4  2JET2290 
A Z Q-3o*P**2 2JET2300 
B = R - P * Q - ~ O * A B S ( P ) * * ~ *  2JET2310 
P H I  = ( A C O S ( - . ~ * B / ( A B S ( A ) / ~ O ) * * ~ . ~ ) ) / ~ .  2 JET2320 
A A  = 2.*SQRT(-A/3*) 2JET2330 
P I 3  = 2.0943952 2JET2340 
Y Y ( 1 )  = AA*COS(PHI)-P 2JET2350 
2JET2360 Y Y ( 2 )  = AA*COS(f"I+PI3)-P 
Y Y ( 3 )  = AA*COS(PHI+2.*PI3)-P 2JET2370 
B = A M A X l  ( Y Y ( l ) r Y Y ( 2 ) )  2JET23YO 
2JET2390 
A M  = uQM(3)**2*R 2JLT2400 
PPP = (2,*GAM*AM'GAM+10)/(GAMtlo) ,?JET2410 
RRR = ( G A M + l r ) * A ~ l / ( ( G A M - l 0 ) * A M + 2 . )  ,?JET2420 
8 Z A M * ( G A M + l . ) * * 2  2JET2430 
PR = PPP/RRR 2 JET2440 
A M 2  = ( U Q M ( ~ ) * * ~ * B - ~ . * ( A M - ~ O ) * ( G A M * A M + ~ . ) ) / ( ~ * P R )  2JET2450 
C 2JET2460 
C CALCULATE I N I T I A L  L A M 1  2JET2470 
2JET2480 
RJB = RWVP(1) 2JET2500 
U3D = UQM(1) 2JET2510 
Qb z RWVP(3) 2JET2520 
PJB = RWVP(4) 2JET2530 
Q2 = S Q R T ( U ~ D * * ~ + Q B * * ~ - G A M ~ * P J B / R J B * L . O * ( P P P / R ~ R ~ ~ O O ~ ~  2JET2540 
h r ( l ~ M b t 2 )  = Q2*R.JB*RHR 2JET2550 
W ( 2 t ~ D t 2 )  = Q2**2*RJU*RRR+PJB*PPP 2JET2560 
k ( 3 t M B t 2 )  = 0.0 2JET2570 
h ( 4 t M B t 2 )  = 0.0 2 JET 2 58 0 
C 2 JET2590 
C DETERMINE ACTUAL STARTING DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE EXIT  2JkT2600 
C 2JET2610 
RR = HR-LAMl*DY 2JET2620 
L A M 1  = LAMl/ADIV 2JET2630 
BACKSPACE 1 2JET2640 
320  I F  ( X X ( I ) . G T * R R )  BACKSPACE 1 2 JET2660 
GO T O  290 2 JET2670 
330 I F  ( R X ( 2 ) e L T o R R )  GO T O  270 2JET2680 
HEALJ (1) k , H X ( l ) t K I Y ( l ) t D R ( l ) , N A X l ( l )  ,?JET2690 
EACKWACE 1 2 JET2 70 0 
C 2JET2710 
C FIIJL, kADIUS OF J t T  A T  GIVEN DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE EXIT  2JET2720 
C 2JET2730 
340 C A L L  INTHP (RXtHRtYtyHD)  2 JET2740 
JJ = 0 2JET2750 
Q = ( ~ * * U Q M ( ~ ) * * L + ~ . ) / U Q M ( ~ ) * * ~ + ( ( G A M + ~ . ) * * ~ / ~ O + ( G A M - ~ * ) / U Q M ( ~ ) * * ~ ~ J E T ~ ~ ~ ~  
I F  (YY(3 )oLTeB)  8 = A M A X l ( Y Y ( 3 ) t A M I N L ( Y Y ( l ) r Y Y ( 2 ) ) )  
L A M 1  = FACTOR*SQHT(AM2-1*0) * ALF 2JET2490 O C  
DO 32U I = l t 2 0  2JET2650 
0 
100 
JJJ = 1 
NBt3 = NB 
I F  (RRoLToRRDJ) 60 TO 350 
C 
C COMPUTE 3-0 REGION I N  Z DIRECTION 
C 
ANb = 2*O+SQRT((YBD/(LAMO*DY))* *2- (DYY/DY*FLOAT(MBn5) /LAMO)**2)  
NB = ANB+loO 
I F  (NBoGTo55) C A L L  DUMP 
ANB = (ANB-2*O)*LAMO*DY*CN 
NBP = N B t 1  
JJ = JJ+1 
350 J = 0 
360 J = Jt1 
C EXPAND 3-0 REGION I N  Y DIRECTION 
MA = MA -1 























C BELOvi JET VALUES ARE CALCULATED AND ARE F I L L E D  INTO THE MESH WHEN 2JET2q60 










M A Y  NEED JET VALUES 2JET3040 







2 J E T 3 1  10 
2 JET3 1 2 0  
2 JET3130 






c 2 JET3200 
C RHO IS ACTUAL DISTANCE FROM G R I D  POINT TO CENTER JET OH M=M2 JET 2JET3210 
RHO = DY*SQRT(AN**2tAM**Z) 
I F  (HHO~GEOYBD) GO TO 380 
I F  ( M ~ N E o M B o O R * N * L T ~ N B ~ O R . N . L E ~ N ~ B )  GO TO 390 
C 












O C  COMPUTE REFERENCE ENTROPY 
C 
I F  (LYLANEeEQal) ENTH = CC*RUVP(4 ) / ( f fUVP( l ) * *GAM)  
GO TO 40U 
400 HJB = RUVP(1) 
U30 = RUVP(2) 
QB = RUVP(3) 
PJB = RUVP(4) 
390 C A L L  JET ( W ~ D I R U V P , R H O , D R , M A X L , Y I R X , R R I ~ )  
C 
C bELON I S  DETERMIIWI THE COMPONENT OF VELOCITY I N  THE PLANE 
C 
A h G d  = ATAN2(ANvAM) 
V3D z Q B * C O S ( A N G 3 )  
~430 = QB*SIN(ANG3) 
I F  (IVIeEQaMB 1 V3U = 0.0 













C I S  TOLERANCE APPLING TO MA EXPANSION 


















JJJ=1, FOR AUXILIARY JET POIhTS 
JJJrzv FOR ENTROPY J t T  POINT5 
JJJ=J,4r AND 5 FOR AUXILIARY F I L L  I N  JET POINTS WHEN MESH CHANGES 
S1ZL.s 




















2 JET361 0 
























I F  (MA,EO,S) STOP 
I F  (LPLANE.NE.1) GO TO 470 

















CALCULATE SHOCK POINTS 
COMPAHE THE ENTROPY A T  EACH 3-0 iviESti POINT WITH THE REFERENCE 
ENTROPY 
HEPLACE 3-0 VALUES WITCI JET VALUILS 
L 
GO T G  370  
510 UU = ATAN2 ( l . O , S Q R T ( U Q M ( 3 ) * * 2 - 1 . 0 )  ) 
F I N L  ivIFJIMUM L A M l  


























2JET4 11 0 
2 J t T 4 1 2 0  
2JET4130 
2JET41411 
2 JET4 150 
2JtT4165, 
2JE.T 4 1 7  0 
2JET41HO 






































STORE EVErRY OTHER GRID POINT R A C K  INTO O R I G I N A L  M A T R I X  
FILL  I N  c\UXILIARY JET G R I D  LIrJES I F  PdEEDED 










2 JET450 0 












































2 JE T 49  5 (j 
104 
b 
N R I T E  (6 ,620 )  2JET5000 
* r 6 X  ,4(dHVELOCITY,5X),8HMACH NO.) 2JET5020 
I P A b k  = o 2JETSO30 
I F  (LPLANE.EQ.1) IPAGE = 12 2JETS040 
NuHITfr (6,630) 2JETSO50 
20 FOHMAT ( ~ ~ X ~ ~ H D E ~ S ~ T Y I S X ~ ~ H P R E S S U R E , ~ X , ~ ~ H T E M P E R A T U R E ~ ~ X , ~ H E N T R O P Y ~ J E T S O ~ O  
0 3 0  FOHMAT ~ 3 X ~ 1 H M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 X ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 X ~ l H P , l 2 X , l H T ~ ~ 2 X ~ l H S ~ l 2 X ~ l H ~ ~ l 2 X ~ l 2 J E T ~ ~ O 6 O  
* t1V , 12A P 1Hhr t 1 2 X  P 1 I l Q *  l i X  P 1HM//) 2 JET 50  7 0  
IJO 660 N=2,Nt3 2JET5OUO 
WRITE (6,600) 2JET5090 
b40 FORMAT (1H 2JET5100 
IPAGL = IPAGE+l  2JET5110 
2 JET5 12 0 
I P A G t  = IPAGEt1  2JET5130 
C 2JETSl40 
2JET5150 C K E E P  LIt:E COUNT FOR HEADING AT TOP OF EACH PAGE 
C 2JETS160 
1F (IPAGE.LT.60) Go TO 650 2JET5170 
I P A b k  = 2 2JET5180 
v r R I T t  ( 6 ,630 )  2 JE T5190 
C 2 JETS20 0 
C COMPUTE AND PRINT W PROPERTIES 2 JET 52 1 0  
C 2JETS220 
050 CALL PROP ( W ( l v v p N ) 1 f i l ~ W 2 ~ 4 )  2JET5230 
b 6 0  COidT IivUE 2JFLT524O 
C 2 JET 5250  
C SOLVE FOR X OISPLACEMENT FKOK NOLZLE E X I T  F O R  NEXT PLANE 2JET52b0 
C 2JET5270 
070 HR = C l i l + L A M l * U Y  2 JET5280 
















C e c  
COivlPuTATION TERMlbJATES I F  RADIUS OF JET F R O M  A X I S  TO BOUNDARY I s  
DECktUSIruG 
COMPUTE F AND G FUNCTIONS OF w TAKING OlvE G R I O  L I N E  AT A TIME 
AHILL tIOLL,ING Id CONSTANT 
T H I H O  SUaSCRIPT UF F ArJD G POSITIONS GRID POIYJT I N  2 DIRECTION 
I F  S U ~ S C H I P T  = 2 1  N 
2JET5290 




















































. .  
PROP 1 0  




F"OP 6 0  
PROP 70  
PROP 8 0  
PROP 9 0  







PROP 170  
PROP 180 
PROP 190 

























JET 1 0  

















JET 6 0  
JET 70 
JET 8 0  
JET 9 0  
JET 1 0 0  
JET 1 1 0  
JET 1 2 0  




JET 1 7 0  
JET 180 
JET 190 
JET 2 0 0  
JET 2 1 0  
JET 220 
JET 230 





































JET 6 0 0  
JET 6 1 0  
JET 620 
JET 630 
JET 6 4 0  
JET 6 5 0  




JET 700  
111 
. *  
.BItrFTC INTHPS L I S T  
SUBROUTINE INTHP (Rr5rPtANS) 
INTP 10 
INTP 20 
INTP 3 0  
INTP 40 
INTP 50 
INTP 6 0  
INTP 70 












. -  
BIBMAP FILE1  
* J t T  TAPL INPUT 
.UhOl. PZE U N I T 0 1  
U N I T 0 1  F I L E  r E ~ ~ ~ r R E A D Y r ~ I N ~ ~ L K ~ 2 5 ~ r I N O U T I H O L D , H I ~ H  
BIBMAP FILE2 
* COI\IT IKUAT ION R1JI.J INPUT 
.Uh02. PZtr UNIT02  
UNIT02  F I L L  r B ( 2 ) r R t A D Y r ~ I N , B L K = 2 5 6 , I N O U T r H O L D r H I G H  
BIt jMAP F I L L 3  
* COFvl INUAT ION RUiq OUTPUT 
*UN03. PZE UNIT03  
UNIT03 F I L L  r U ( 3 ) r H L A @ Y r ~ l N , R L K = 2 5 6 , I N O U T r t i O L D r H I G H  
ENTHY .UNO1* 
END 
ENTKY . u r ~ 0 2  
m c I  





















. .  
0 . Q  
u4 
a 















































FIG.2  B :  CORE STORAGE FOR R E G U L A R  M E S H  




OF ENGINE I 
y = o  




OF ENGINE 2 
M' 
FIG 3 A :  PHYSICAL PLANE, REFINED MESH SIZE 































































M I I  
L E F T  RUNNING 
CHAR ACT ER IST IC 
RIGHT RUNNING 
CHARACTERISTIC 
S - VARIABLE STEP SIZE 
0 
F l G . 4  A : DAMPING PARAMETER A S 0  
0 
Ax / 1 
0 - REGULAR MESH POINT 
X - F(W) AND Q ( W )  EVALUATED 
AT THIS LOCATION 
0 
FIRST STEP SECOND STEP , 
FlG.4  B L A T E R A L L Y  UNCENTERED DIFFERENCE SCHEME 
